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WALK THIS WAY?

S. Main concerns aren't going anywhere
ICHARD SAKSHAUG
taff writer

HARRY HUUUTTS/contribulinfi photographer
Many students forgo the crosswalk on South Main Street for a more
direct, and possibly more dangerous, route to Anthony-Seeger Hall.

Ongoing problems with students crossing South Main Street
have been thrust into the spotlight again after a JMU student
was hit last week.
Every day, hundreds of JMU
students and faculty members
cross South Main Street in front
of Anthony-Seeger Hall in the
middle of the street, not at a corner or crosswalk.
Junior Dana Richards was
struck by a car on Jan. 27 while
standing in the center turning
lane on South Main Street,
according to the Jan. 31 issue of
The Breeze. Richards was charged

with a traffic violation because
she stepped out in the street
when it was not safe, Harrisonburg Police Department Sgt.
Richard Lanoue said. She was
taken to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital for treatment and was
released the same day.
• The nearest crosswalk from
the point most people cross the
road is 150 feet away. A frequently suggested solution is to
install a crosswalk across South
Main Street connecting with the
path in front of Anthony-Seeger.
However, such a crosswalk existed for years and was removed in
October 1996 by the City of Harrisonburg.
HPD Chief Donald Harper
said the crosswalk was removed

because it caused even more
dangerous situations than the
one that currently exists. "When
the crosswalk was there, traffic
would back up through the intersection at Cantrell [Avenue] and
over the railroad tracks," Harper
said. He said the cars stopping
for the pedestrians caused this
backup.
Alan MacNutt, JMU director
of public safety, said the crosswalk also created a danger for
pedestrians when cars in both
lanes stopped for a large group
of people.
"There would be stragglers 10
to 20 feet behind the large group,
and the person in the outer lane
see WALKING page 9

Best speakers
in life are free
High profile doesn't necessarily mean
costly, despite administration's claims

1

RIAN WESTLEY
assistant news editor

Bringing in a well-known figure to speak at graduation can be
an expensive undertaking, and
JMU would rather put its money
elsewhere instead of focusing on
a one-time event.
Even so, students — specifically sophomores and juniors —
who want to get involved in the
process of selecting their graduation speaker are welcome to, said
Barbara Castello, vice president
of university relations and external programs at JMU.
A high-profile speaker, such
as NBC News anchor Tom
Brokaw, can cost anywhere
between $60,000 and $100,000,

IS&H

Now Hear This
■ WXJM unveils its schedule of new
deejays and new show times for this
semester.
Page 19

Castello said Monday. The university doesn't have the large
endowment that other state universities have. "We have put out
money more into the classrooms
and those types of things than
bringing in a speaker for a onetime event.
"We have not, in the past,
spent a lot of money on speakers
. . . However, [JMU President
Linwood] Rose is not against us
paying for a speaker," she said.
However, a spokesperson at
Brokaw's office in New York City
said Wednesday that Brokaw
typically doesn't charge to speak
at graduation commencements
and only expects to be reimbursed for travel expenses.
see CONTACTS page 9

MEGHAN MOmGOMERYhemor pholof-rupher
RHYTHM OF THE SAINTS: Members of the Elegba Folklore Society gave JMU a taste of West African-style
dancing on Tuesday night in Wilson Hall.

Going for the Gold

Cultural Exchange

Senior Coleen Kreiger, right, is one of 22
women who have a shot at playing in the
Summer Olympics.
Page 29

Students got to sample cultural traditions
from Vietnam, South Korea, Greece and the
United Kingdom as part of the "Around the
World" program. Pages 20-21

Challenge This
■ The Senior Class Challenge
kicked off with the highest
goal for any graduating class.
Page5
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Driving While Under the
Influence

ELISSA FORREST
police reporter

Unidentified individuals reportedly
stole a purse containing $1,000
cash, credit and debit cards from a
non-student victim riding a commercial bus offcampus on Jan. 31
between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m.
The victim departed the bus at Glot and the grand larceny crime was
then reported to campus police.
In other matters, campus police
report the following:

Service of Warrants For
Outside Police Department
• Kristen L. Moran, 18, of Fairfax,
was arrested and served with three
assault and battery warrants and
served a summons for curse and
abuse on Feb. 1 at 10:41 p.m. in
Chesapeake Hall.
The student was transported to
the county jail and released on a
$500 bond by the magistrate.

• Andrew T. Burton, 22, of Stafford
was arrested and charged with driving while under the influence on
Jan. 28 at 1:15 a.m. on Port
Republic Road.
The student's blood alcohol content was registered at a .18.
• Non-student, Kurt N. Vernon, 19,
of Pittsburgh, was arrested and
charged with driving while under the
influence, underaged possession of
alcohol, possession of false operator's license, possession of fictitious
operator's license and refusal to
submit to blood or breath test for
alcohol on Jan. 29 at 2:28 a.m., after
campus police observed the subject
driving without headlights in J-lot.
Destruction of Public Property
• Unidentified individuals reportedly
placed pennies and a plastic container in a microwave and turned it
on, ruining the microwave in
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The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings
and distributed throughout James Madison University and
the local Harrisonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Courtney Crowley, editor.
Mailing address:
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736
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Angie McWhorter

LOCATION
The Breeze is located in
the lower level of
Anthony-Seeger Hall

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified:
Come to The Breeze office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $2.50 for the first 10
words, $2 for each additional 10
words; boxed classified, $10 per
column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issue, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.
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"To tlie press alone, chequered as it is with
abuses, the world is indebted for all the triumplts which Imve been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression."
— fames Madison
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Students voice concern over safety
Exposure in library, numerous peepers leave some angry and others indifferent
SARAH JONES
contributing writer
Students have mixed reactions
to a reported incident in the
stacks of Carrier Library, where a
man allegedly exposed himself to
a female student.
The Jan. 27 issue of The Breeze
reported that on Jan. 23, an
unidentified male allegedly
exposed himself to a female student seated in the second-floor
stacks after he attempted to
engage her in conversation.
Some students joked and
laughed at the thought of such an
act, but most were more concerned and didn't see it as a typical college prank.
"It's disgusting," sophomore
Jessica Kelly said. "I don't understand why a guy would do that.
Does it give him some kind of
thrill?"
One male student described it
as inappropriate and offensive.
"It's an outrage/'senior Jamie
Hargrave said. "If you have to
expose yourself, do it in your own
home."
While students quickly voiced

their disgust both in the act and
the character of someone who
would commit such an act, there
were mixed feelings about their
concern for safety while studying
in the library.
Senior Juanita Dildy, who
works in Carrier Library, said
she wasn't concerned about her
safety in the library because she
thinks the incident will be a onetime occurrence.
Junior Jeri Moser said, "I'm
not worried about my safety, but
it is really disgusting. I don't
think it wiil happen twice."
Junior Catherine Cornachio
said, "I am not concerned about
my safety, although I don't go in
the stacks very often."
Freshman Dylan Jones said,
"People shouldn't go around
doing that, but I don't believe
that the library is an unsafe environment."
Other students were a little
more worried about security
while venturing through the
stacks.
"It is kind of frightening,"
sophomore Danielle Suggs said. I
never felt safe in the stacks by

myself before [the incident].
There is poor lighting and usually not many people around."
Junior Bridget Sweeney
agreed. "I hate going in there
alone," Sweeney said. "It is disgusting that this guy took advantage of such a discreet location. I
think better supervision of the
stacks should be introduced.
Maybe just have someone periodically walk through [the
stacks] just to give the presence
and comfort that you aren't totally isolated."
Students were quick to mention how safe they feel on campus. But several people also
brought up the recent peeping
incidents, which many said did
increase their awareness for making sure the campus remains
safe.
"Although the peeper is
creepy, he does not have to be a
source of major fear," freshman
Hilary Kissel said. "If students
take the proper safety measures
they should be safe."
Sophomore Lauren Smith
said, "First there are peepers, and
now there are perverts dropping

their pants. I thought this was
supposed to be a safe school."
Suggs mentioned a slight
concern for the general safety of
the entire campus.
"With the peepers, and the
people walking freely into
dorms and now this, I think
there needs to be a change in
security everywhere on campus," Suggs said. "Maybe they
need to consider security cameras in the stacks or someone to
patrol the area."
Students pointed out that the
peeper started with one instance
and was followed by a series of
others.
Junior Jennifer Katz said if
these reported offenders didn't
receive so much attention, then
the ideas of peeping and exposing oneself wouldn't be put into
others' minds.
Junior Beth Wilkin, a member
of Student Ambassadors, said
she was upset by the incident
because she has always felt confident in telling her tour groups
she enjoys the library because
see PEEPERS page 7

"It's an outrage. If
you have to expose
yourself, do it in
your own home."
Jamie Hargrave
senior

"I'm not worried
about my own safety, but it is really
disgusting."
Catherine Cornachio
junior

"I think there needs
to be change in
security everywhere
on campus."
Danielle Suggs
sophomore

Details unveiled for '2000 hours dance'
Mainstreet Bar and
Grill to host senior
class party; tickets
will be limited
KERI SCHWAB
staff writer
People might not be partying like it's
1999 anymore, but the class of 2000 will be
partying like it just doesn't care on Feb. 16.
The 2000 hours dance will be held at
Mainstreet Bar and Grill beginning at 7
p.m. and will feature a deejay and '80s
cover band, One Step Beyond. Tickets are
being sold for $8 at the Warren Hall Box
Office and $10 at the door. The bar will be
a cash bar. Tickets are limited.
In previous years, the
*g ^"* senior class celebration
C ^j #V signifying the countdown
^ V^»^ to gradUation was usually
held on campus in PC
Ballroom. But according to the Feb. 1 issue
of The Breeze last year, a new Alcoholic
Beverage Control policy prohibited the
consumption of alcohol on campus. ABC
prohibits alcohol at any public event other
than Homecoming, Founders Day and
alumni events.
In order to provide alcohol at the
event, the party was moved to Mainstreet
Bar and Grill, and will be held there again
this year for the same reason.
In other news of importance to seniors,
SGA Vice President Heather Herman said

ADAM JONEShoniributinx phulunrupher

Harrisonburg Mayor Rodney Eagle (far right) paid a visit to the SGA Tuesday night, discussing the need for a better understanding between residents and students.
applications are out for a student graduation speaker at May commencement. The
student may speak for four minutes and
the content must be appropriate.
Applications can be picked up in the SGA
office, Taylor 234 and are due Feb. 11.
On the campus dining front, D-hall
will be hosting a special dinner for James
Madison's birthday. Food Services
Committee Co-Chairs Jenn Weiss and
Taylor Sturtevant announced the celebration will take place on March 16, which
used to be known as Founders Day.
All three dining rooms will feature
displays, information on the Madisons
and Colonial-period food. Since

Dolley Madison introduced the idea of
hand-dipped ice cream, the committee
is trying to get hand-dipped ice cream
at the dinner.
The committee also reported a new
combo at PC Dukes: students can now
buy wings and a 32-ounce soda with a
punch. Dukes employees came up with a
new barbecue recipe they said they think
is better and have made it a permanent
menu item.
Despite complaints of long lines at
vending machines at CISAT before the
start of classes, Vending Services denied a
Food Services Committee request for
additional vending machines.

The Food ServicesCommittee may consider a petition to change this refusal.
JMU President Linwood Rose wants to
have four D-hall breakfasts at 7:30 a.m.
with nine to 10 JMU students."Dr. Rose
wants to be in touch with the student
body and hear general concerns and see
how they feel about the student body as a
whole. He talked to SGA all the time, but
also wants to hear from other students,"
Herman said. Rose is looking for people
who don't usually get the chance to talk to
him. Interested students can contact
Herman; the names will be placed in a hat
and drawn at random.
With the 'Burg in the throes of winter,
JMU could possibly get an ice skating rink.
Building and Grounds Committee Chair
Marie Lyons reported the possibility of getting a rink is being looked into. Possible
rink locations include the area behind
UREC or Hanson field. With the project
still in its infancy, liability concerns and the
overall popularity of the project must be
considered before any plans are made concrete, Lyons said. Harrisonburg currently
has no such facility.
Also at the meeting:
• The Homecoming Committee is looking
for more people to help out for
Homecoming 2000. Possible activities
include Sunset on the Quad, featuring a
cappella groups, a larger parade, and a
student incentive program in which clubs
receive points for all members attending
Homecoming activities. The points will be
redeemable for later prizes or activities.
• Internal Affairs Committee Co-Chairs
see BELLS page 7
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Thurs. Feb 10

Fri. Feb 11

Sat. Feb 12

Oeam of Mushroom Soup

Cheesesteak Sub
Tuna Noodle Casserole
Scallloped Potatoes
Broccoli
Sauteed Onions
Sauteed Peppers

Cream of Potato Soup
Honey Mustard Chicken
Meat Loaf / Gravy
Mashed Potatoes
Onions Rings
Mixed Vegetables
California Blend

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Hashbrown Potatoes
Bacon
French Toast
Chicken Noodle Soup
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Com
Kale

Vegetable Lo Mein

Samosa / Tzatziki

Zucchini Cakes

Mexican Stuffed Peppers

Manicotti
Penne w/ Tomatoes
and Peppers

Tortelini with Tomato,
Mushroom Sauce
Pasta with Creamy
Peas and Ham

Farfalle with
Mushroom Cacciatore
Calzone

Ravioli
Pasta wth
Peas and Tomatoes

Oriental Chicken Salad
California Turkey Wrap
Garden Vegetable Soup

Caesar Salad
BBQ Beef Wrap
Chinese Noodle Soup

Taco Salad
Smoked Turkey Wrap

Chefs Salad
BIT Wrap

Maxican Com and Baan Soup

Spinach Salad
Italian Wrap
Zesty Minestone Soup

SANDWICH CITY:

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Ham and Swiss

Veggie Burger
Breaded Mushrooms

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Cheese

Turkey Burgers
Onion Rings

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Cheese

Turkey Burger
Chicken Salad Melt

Popcorn Shrimp
Chicken Sausage
Jambayla
Rosemary Red Potatoes
Italian Mixed Vegetables
Yellow Squash

Wing Dings
Swedish Meatballs
Egg Noodles
Corn
Lima Beans

Chicken VegetableStir Fry
Roast Sirloin

Roast Turkey / Gravy
Beef Short Ribs
Mashed Potatoes
Bread Stuffing
Peas
Carrots

Flank Steak / Gravy
Cajun Chicken
Rice
Green Beans
Succotash

Fried Chicken
Salmon - Lemon Thyme
Oven Roasted Potatoes
Carrots
Green Bean Casserole

Roast Beef / Gravy
Baked Ravioli
Mashed Potatoes
Peas
Cauliflower

Black Bean Cake
Salsa Cruda

Mushroom Stroganoff

Curried Chickpeas

Pasta and Vegetable
Casserole

Thai Vegetable

Spinach Rice Feta
Gratin

Fresh Vegetable Pasta

MAMA MIA:
Baked Penne
Pasta w/ Ratatouille

Baked Cavatelli
Rotini w/
Broccoli and Tomatoes

Lmguim with
Garlic Cream Sauce
Italian Sausage

Radiatore with Creamy
Tomato Sauce
Stuffed Shells

Meatballs in Sauce
Spaghetti with
Parmesan and Peas

SANDWICH CITY:

MEXICAN NIGHT

Sun. Feb 6

Mon. Feb 7

Tues. Feb 8

Wed. Feb 9

Grits
HScrambled Eqqs
^■Home Fried Potatoes
■Bacon
HFrench Toast
.■Cream of Tomato Soup
■Chicken Breast
1 Florentine
■ Floretine Sauce
[ JRice, Peas
Country Vegetable Stew

Beef Barley Soup
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Baked Fish
Mashed Potatoes
Green Beans
Roasted Root
Vegetables

Turkey Rice Soup
Chicken Nuggets
Garden Quiche
Macaroni and Cheese
Italian Green Beans
Stewed Tomatoes

Singapore Noodles

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Beef Taco
Florentine Chicken Breast
Supreme Sauce
Spanish Rice
Retried Beans
Spinach
Cauliflower
MEDITERRANEAN BAR
Cheese and Black Bean
Quesadilla
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MAMA MIA:

Lasagna w/ Meat Sauce
Spaghetti with Spinach
and Ricotta Sauce

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:
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Rice
Oriental Mixed Vegetables
Creamed Onions

-

PIZZA NIGHT

ASIAN NIGHT
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GOURMET BURGER
NIGHT
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Vagttanan Black Bean Soup

Pasta w/ Shrimp Sauce
Pasta w/ Green Beans
WINGS AND THINGS

TRY THE GRILL FOR LUNCH!
A CHANGE OF PACE WITH A CHANGE OF TASTE

' ""'EAR \lS) i\
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SERVING FRESH, SEASONAL, CREATIVE

Place your name and
hone number in the box.

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED
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1st place: BIG VALENTINE BEAR
2nd, 3rd, 4th place: 11* VALENTINE BEAR
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FOOD COOKED TO ORDER FOR YOU!
CALL 568-7555
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MARKET ONE

WALK IN SEATING AVAILABLEII
Accepting cash, FLEX, Dining Dollars,
Dining Dollars Gold, and Duke Cards.
Meal plan participants receive 3
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Warren Hall, 5th Floor

HOURS
MONDAY - FRIDAY

meal punches per semester.
FLAVORED CHICKEN PIZZA
buy o slice from Jan 24 - Feb 12 and sign up for weekly prize drawings to
include, T-shirts, cook books and grand prize large duffel bag.

Meal plan punches extend an $8.50
equivalence at lunch and dinner.

LUNCH

1 1 A.M. - 2 PM.

DINNER

5 - 9 PM.
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THE CHALLENGERS
Senior Class Challenge members kicked off their effort to raise $102,000. Are you ready?
BRANDON HEDRICK
senior writer
History was made Monday
night in Chandler Hall as
the
Senior
Class
Challenge held its annual kickoff,
raising a record $16,100 in one
night. That amount was the
largest ever raised at a kickoff
and the most ever raised in a
single day for the Senior Class
Challenge.
Senior David Craft, one of the
three Senior Class Challenge cochairs, announced that a goal
of $102,000 had been
set by the
Steering
Committee.
"Being
the
largest
class
JMU
history, we
thought that
a six-digit
figure would
be a milestone," Craft
said.
Craft then
announced
another Senior
Class Challenge
milestone: Seniors
will have control
over where their
money will go for the
first time. Half of their
donation can be
earmarked for one of
the five colleges or for
the division of student
affairs.
The other half of the
money will be designated
for the soon-to-be-built
Leeolou Alumni Center. If a
senior pledges $200 or more, he
or she will have their name
engraved on a brick on the

walkway of the new center.
In the past, all Senior Class
Challenge pledges were paid
over the course of three years —
33 percent was paid each year.
However, there are a few
changes in the method in which
the Senior Class Challenge will
collect donations. Now a senior
must pay 10 percent of their
pledged
amount
before
graduation, and then the other 90
percent of the pledge will be paid
out over four years, not three.
This will enable
members of the
class of 2000 to
more easily pay
off the pledge,
Craft said.
The
Challenge is
open
all
those who
graduate in
the year
2000, be it
May, July
or December.

Seniors
Nick Langridge
and Keith Fletcher, the
other two Senior Class Challenge
co-chairs, expressed excitement
and enthusiasm about the
amount of money raised

PHOTO COURTESY OF SENIOR CLASS CHALLENGE

(l-r) Nick Langridge, David Craft and Keith Fletcher drop donations in the Challenge box on Monday.

Monday night.
"I was real excited about the
kickoff," Langridge said. "Going
into the kickoff you have
expectations of what you'd you
like to see happen. The $16,100
far exceeded our expectations.
With a start like that, it really
makes our goal much more
attainable."
Fletcher also said that figure
exceeded expectations.
"I think that the Senior Class
Challenge kickoff was an
astounding success as we set a
one-night record by pledging
$16,100," he said. "I was proud to
be associated with a group of
motivated seniors and an
unbelievable synergy centered
around the desire to give back to
the university."
The Senior Class Challenge
originated with the class of 1989.
The class decided to raise $28,000
for the Library Resource Center.
It then challenged the class of
1990 to raise more money than it

had, and so began annual
tradition. More than $500,000 has
been raised since 1989. The
money has been used for
scholarships, the endowment,
library materials, a garden off
Interstate 81 and technological
support, among other endeavors.
All five college deans were in
attendance Monday night, along
with JMU President Linwood
Rose and Mitch Moore, vice
president of development and
alumni relations.
John Gilje, dean of the college
of education and psychology,
applauded the seniors for
choosing to give back to
academics. "Giving back to
academics is what it's all about,"
Gilje said.
Rose also focused on the
milestone $102,000 goal. He
thanked the seniors for their
participation and was confident
that the goal would be
surpassed.
Senior Kyle Emerson, a

member of the Challenge's
steering committee, explained
why he chose to donate money.
"I pledged $300 tonight,"
Emerson said. "When you think
about it, that's not a lot when you
look at how much JMU has given
each one of us."
Sponsors of the Senior Class
Challenge are US Airways,
Artcarved, Signs USA and the
JMU Bookstore.

IN A GIVING MOOD?
• The Senior Class Challenge
is a fundraiser that runs now
through May
• SCC teams will be soliciting
seniors for donations from
now until spring break in person and over the phone.
• You can also call the SCC
office at x2825, e-mail Lisa
Horsch (horschlt), or visit the
Web page at www.jmu.edu/
seniorchallenge

Attendance at organizational meeting paltry

i

EN BONDS
senior writer

Although less than 15 percent of
campus clubs sent representatives to the first Organization
Representative Council meeting
in Taylor Hall on Monday,
themese of unity and diversity
ran high.
Representatives from about 40
student organizations and clubs
discussed the possibilities of
forming a new organization that
will allow university clubs to
interact on a regular basis. The

concept of the council was introduced last year at a forum during "Student to Student" Week
overseen by the Student
Government Association Student
Services Committee.
"At the forum we established
that students tend to only interact with those that hold the same
interests as themselves," said
sophomore Amy DiBenedetto,
SGA chair of the student services
committee. "It is pretty well
known that JMU has a clique feel
. . . The purpose of the organization is to promote interaction
within organizations as well as

increasing communication," she
said.
Katie Morrow, coordinator of
clubs and organizations, stressed
the impact that a wide variety of
groups have on campus. "There
are 284 active organizations right
now and about 15 being formed
this semester," she said.
Morrow encouraged members
of organizations to visit the
office in Taylor Hall for information about campus club procedures
and
funds.
Representatives broke into
groups and discussed what they
would like to see come out of the

new organization as concepts
from structure to procedure
were taken into account during a
big group discussion.
Currently, the ORC is being
run by the Student Government
Association, but will probably
separate and become its own
entity, DiBenedetto said. "One of
our goals is to have this organization branch off and have its
own executive council," she said.
Deliberation on attendance
was also another issue.
"We are definitely going to
have to get more involvement to
make this work," said a repre-

sentative from Alpha Psi Alpha.
"A representative from all of
the organizations should be here,
not just 40," he said.
There are aspects of the organization that would provide nothing but benefits for active clubs,
DiBenedetto said.
"With more interaction, clubs
can see increased attendance in
their own meetings and will find
that it'll be easier to fundraise,"
she said.
But some participants were
still unclear with the intentions of
the organization through the
brainstorming session.
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IT'S A CULTURAL THING!

BUY ONE GET ONE!
Try Our NEW Grilled Or
Crispy Chicken Sandwiches!
TRY ONE FOR FREE!

Stop by the Center for Multicultural/International
Student Services and join the Cultural Exchange
Program. Discover more about different cultures
through organized and spontaneous activities.

Don't miss your chance to be involved!
Center for Multicultural/International Student Services.
Warren Hall, Rm. 245
568-6636
Multicultural@jmu.edu

Available for a short time at participating McDonald's Restaurants.
C 2000 McDonalds Corporation

The Junior Class
is now accepting
applications for:

Madison T-shirts are still
available for $10 in the SGA Office!

ANNUAL PIG ROAST COMMITTEE
Applications arc available in
the SGA Office, Taylor 234.
The Pig Roast Committee is
open to all students.

I Iclp to make one of JMU's
funest traditions the best ever!
For more information,

contact Brad Palmer at palme2bb@jrau.edu,
Nicole Solovey at solovenl@jmu.edu,
orTresha Garret! at garretlj(a>jmu.edu.
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Colleges
Court rules Louisiana State discriminated
against female athletes
A federal court of appeals said Louisiana Stale University
intentionally discriminated against female athletes by having
"archaic attitudes" against women.
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit issued a biting
opinion Thursday that faulted the university and its athletics director,
R. Joe Dean Sr., for creating a "grossly discriminatory athletics
system." Judges faulted the university for moving painfully slowly to
add women's soccer and softball teams and even singled out Dean
for making crude comments about women. Dean, judges noted,
said women's soccer deserved consideration as a varsity sport
because the players "would look cute running around in their soccer
shorts."
The ruling is the latest twist in a case brought against LSU by two
groups of athletes who alleged the university violated Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972 because it failed to offer women's
softball and soccer teams. The federal law prohibits discrimination
on the basis of gender at institutions receiving federal funds.
The university claimed it intended to form the teams when the
suit was filed and that it also had evidence that relatively few women
were interested in playing the sports.

Animal rights protesters arrested at Oregon
State University
Five animal rights demonstrators, including three students,
were arrested Friday after storming into the dean's office at
Oregon State University and remaining there for more than 12
hours to protest a veterinary class in which students practice
surgery on dogs and cats and euthanize the animals.
University officials refused to cancel the class but agreed to
explore other teaching alternatives.
Eight protesters started their sit-in at 8 a.m. and remained there
throughout the day. With the weekend looming, school officials
decided to give the protesters a choice: leave and avoid charges
or stay and face them. Five protesters opted for the arrest. They
were charged with second-degree criminal trespass and released
from police custody.

Nation
Independent voters push McCain to
primary victory in New Hampshire
Strong support from independent voters Tuesday swept John
McCain to an unexpectedly large victory over George W. Bush in
New Hampshire's Republican primary but wasn't enough to carry
Bill Bradley past Al Gore in the Democratic race, a Los Angeles
Times exit poll found.
Like McCain, Bradley ran extremely well among independent
voters, who can vote in either primary here. But while McCain also
comfortably carried partisan Republicans en route to his big win,
Gore fought off Bradley by holding his base — albeit by more
precarious margins than last week in Iowa.
To some extent, the results represented a revolt of the
contented: an electorate that mostly expressed satisfaction with its
financial situation and the country's overall direction decisively
rejected the Republican front-runner and gave the Democratic
leader a more anxiety-filled evening than he had anticipated. One
key to that paradox may be the weight voters placed on the
candidates' personal traits after President Bill Clinton's bruising
impeachment battle last year.
Voters who cited the candidates' qualities of leadership,
empathy and trust as key factors in their decision all gave large
margins to both McCain and Bradley. While McCain also led Bush
among voters who cited experience, Gore led strongly on that
count among Democrats — helping him push through to victory.
The results ensure that McCain and Bradley can forcefully
continue their challenge in other contests down the road. But they
leave open the question of whether either insurgent can dethrone
the front-runners in states where independents don't play as large
a role and other groups underrepresented in New Hampshire —
minorities on the Democratic side, religious conservatives for the
Republicans — loom larger.
Bradley faces the additional challenge of badly needing a win,
after failing in a state whose well-educated, socially liberal
electorate offered him an ideal audience.
The Los Angeles Times exit poll surveyed 2,232 Republican
and 1,510 Democratic voters in 61 precincts around the state; it
has a margin of sampling error of plus or minus three percentage
points.
—from wire reports
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Student manners hit
all-time low at schools
r
HRISTINETATUM
TMS campus wire service

CHICAGO (TMS) — Someone
answers a cell phone while
someone else, knife and fork in
hand, dives into a blue-plate
special. Just down the way, three
more people are passing the day's
newspaper around, eager to
complete the crossword puzzle.
Hubbub in the student union?
The dining hall?
Nope. Try the classroom.
Many of today's professors —
and their students — say students'
rudeness and lack of consideration
is so commonplace it's scarcely
worth a mention in the campus
newspaper. These days, actions
once considered worthy of
suspension, such as napping in the
back of a room or whispering
throughout a class, are mild
affronts that happen every day.
Professors say they're now dealing
with students who hurl profane
insults in class and even threaten
violence.
A case in point: One professor
at Virginia Tech reported a voice
mail message he received from a
student. "You fat @!#! with yellow
teeth!" the student shouted. "You
hump!" Her problem? She
couldn't resell her textbook.

So, when and how did the
decorous world of academe
disintegrate into this?
It seems everyone has the
answer for that: poor parenting,
grade schools and religious
groups falling down on the job,
substance abuse and a myriad of
media images.
"We shout first and think later,"
said Donna Halper, a journalism
instructor at Emerson College.
"And on TV, we pull out a gun
and blow the other person away.
No wonder kids are confused.
Civility and courtesy are not
valued the way they once were."
The money students are paying
for their education may also figure
into the lack of incivility many
instructors sense, said Alan
Deardorff, an economics professor
at the University of Michigan.
"They [students] are paying so
much more, in real terms, for their
education than students did years
ago," he said. "Therefore they feel
more like customers and less like
students who ought to look up to
us. That doesn't bother me too
much. But when they are rude to
their fellow students and make it
harder for others to get their
money's worth, that does bother
me."
Many instructors say they can

overlook incessant student chatter,
but find other instances of
rudeness and inconsiderate
behavior more difficult to ignore.
"Some students come to my
office outside of office hours and
just start talking without asking
first if 1 have time to see them,"
Deardorff said. "I do invite them
to interrupt if my door is ajar, but
to me, politeness still requires that
you ask if a person, any person,
has time to talk to you."
Halper said she's not fond of
ringing cell phones. "If one goes
off and interrupts us, I confiscate
it," she said.
"In most cases, students don't
do it on purpose; they just forgot
to turn the bell off," she said. "But
all it takes is one incident usually,
and it seldom, if ever, happens
again because I make a big deal
out of it."
Sherri Richards, a student at the
University of North Dakota, said
she longs for the more polite
society she's heard about from her
parents.
"Times have changed, and 1 feel
students' attitudes have changed
for the worse right along with
them," she said. "We don't call
people 'sir' or 'miss' or stress the
Golden Rule as much as we used
to — and we should.''

Bells will be ringing in
Wilson thanks to SGA
BELLS, from page 3
Kevin Duffan and Bryan Mabry
announced SGA attendance has
been too low. They are no longer
accepting poor excuses from senators.
• Freshman class T-shirts are on
sale for $15. The shirts are gray
and have "Madison" printed on
the front and '"03" on the back.
• Chimes will begin playing
again every day at 12:15 p.m.,
from Wilson. Two years ago,
the chimes played mostly
Beatles songs, but this year,
they will be playing Beatles
songs and songs from a collec-

tion called "The Windy Day."
There are currently programming difficulties, but the Building
and Grounds Committee hopes to
have the equipment fixed and
playing music within a month.
The chimes are usually only
played during the holiday season,
but students communicated to the
SGA they would like to hear the
songs everyday.
• The Senate allocated $141.10 to
the Knights of Columbus for the
purchase of American flags and
more politically correct means of
advertising their charity, Knights
of Virginia Assistance for the

Retarded (KOVAR). KOVAR supports people with physical and
mental health disabilities.
• Harrisonburg Mayor Rodney
Eagle spoke at the beginning of
the meeting to give senators a few
facts
and
figures
about
Harrisonburg and his mayoral
duties. When asked about the relationship between JMU students
and the community, he said,
"JMU and the Harrisonburg community lack on both sides. We
need to talk to each other more. I
think it's important we each
understand where each other's
coming from."

Peepers scare some
PEEPERS, from page 3
the stacks are a quiet environment
to study in.
"I couldn't tell my tour on
Thursday that I feel completely
safe studying in the stacks this
time. . . I don't think that I will
study there anymore, especially
not alone," Wilkin said.

Students were also not
confident the alleged perpetrator
will be caught.
"It's a shame that someone can
get away with something that
disrespectful," sophomore Joe
Molle said. "It shows such poor
taste, judgment and character. But
really there is nothing that can be

done, the description fits every
guy on campus."
Moser said she was a little
more confident in the suspect
being found. "If there is some guy
going around exposing himself
eventually he will get caught," she
said. "He doesn't seem too
smart."
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Contacts, finances
determine speaker

POLICE LOG, from page 2

CONTACTS, from page 1

• Unidentified individuals reportedly broke the right side window of a
JMU student's car parked in Z-lot between Jan. 28 at 6 p.m. and
Jan. 29 at 2:10 a.m.
Entry to the vehicle was not gained nor was anything removed
from the car.

Castello said that bringing in
a speaker isn't necessarily a matter of picking up the phone and
asking for a particular person.
Much of it has to do with contacts here at the university.
The costs involved in bringing this year's speaker, Electronic
Data Systems chief executive
officer Richard Brown, are negligible, Castello said. She could not
provide an exact figure of how
much money JMU is spending,
but said the university is mainly
paying for his travel expenses.
Former JMU Board of Visitors
Rector Paul Chiapparone of Dallas, Texas, is EDS' executive vice
president and was the primary
contact to bring Brown to JMU.
Brown was chosen to
speak at this year's commencement ceremony in part because
his company actively recruits
JMU students, Castello said. The
Academic Advising and Career
Development department couldn't provide numbers on how
many JMU students are
employed with EDS in time for
this article.
Brown was also an attractive
candidate because he has done a
number of different things over
the course of his professional
career. "(Whatl you start out
doing may not be what you will
do as you go along," Castello
said, citing Brown as a perfect
example of someone who has
had a diversified professional
career.
In addition to working at

COURTESY OK MEDIA RELATIONS

CEO Richard Brown, May
graduation speaker
EDS, Brown has also been the
president and CEO of H&R
Block, a tax preparation company. Prior to that, he was the CEO
of Illinois Bell, a major regional
telecommunications company.
Some seniors had expressed
disappointment in the selection
of Brown as speaker in the Jan.
31 issue of The Breeze, in part
because he is relatively unknown
to them.
In a telephone interview on
Tuesday, Student Government
Association President Austin
Adams said he had contacted
Castello to express concern that
the senior class had been left out
of the process. "We wanted to
make sure this doesn't happen
again," he said.
Castello said if students
express an interest in having
input on their graduation speaker, she's willing to work with
them. "I believe if students want
to be involved, the university lets
them be," she said. "The more

people you have that are
involved in it, the better."
She said students need to
keep in mind that every four
years the university attempts to
bring the Virginia governor to
speak because JMU is a public
institution.
All university vice presidents,
the athletic director and Rose are
involved in the speaker selection
process, representing everything
from student affairs to academic
affairs.
Interested students should go
to Mark Warner, vice president
of student affairs, if they want to
have input, Castello said. Then,
Warner can bring student input
to the table. "Let us learn from
this, let's get student representatives and let's get involved and
move forward," Castello said.
Adams said the Junior Class
Council plans to get involved in
the process and is willing to have
fundraisers and whatever else is
necessary to bring in a speaker.
"It's an amazing opportunity
she's given us to participate," he
said. "The SGA is taking steps to
get [out] the student voice."
Juniors and sophomores
should especially get involved in
the process now, Castello said.
Brown was contacted more than
a year ago about speaking at
JMU's commencement.
At Tuesday's SGA meeting,
Junior Class Secretary Sarah Bittenbender said the class's main
focus right now is the Pig Roast,
but after that, they will move
their focus to selecting a graduation speaker.

on, ruining the microwave in Potomac Hall on Jan. 29 at 6:12 a.m.
The microwave is valued at $200.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly expended a dry chemical extinguisher, which activated a fire alarm in Potomac Hall on Jan. 29 at
9:50 p.m.

Destruction of Personal Property

Grand Larceny/Breaking and Entering
• Unidentified individuals reportedly removed a Pioneer CD player,
two checkbooks, a three-cell flashlight and assorted change from an
automobile parked in P-lot on Jan. 31 at 12:31 p.m.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals reportedly stole a wallet and a NEC cell
phone from a non-student's automobile parked in C-3 lot, near
Potomac Hall, on Jan. 30 at 1:40 a.m.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly removed a JAC card from an
unattended table in The Festival College Center on Jan. 30 between
4:20 and 4:40 p.m.
At 7:37 p.m., the card was used to make a vending machine purchase.

Harassing Telephone Calls
• Unidentified individuals reportedly placed harassing telephone
calls to a residence hall room on Jan. 28.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly placed multiple harassing telephone calls to a residence hall room between Jan. 11 and Jan. 30.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly placed harassing telephone
calls to a residence hall on Jan. 31.

Harassing Telephone Call/Unauthorized Entry
• Unidentified individuals reportedly placed harassing telephone
calls to a residence hall room and later entered unauthorized on Jan.
28.
The locks to the room have been changed since the incident.

Obscene Harassing Telephone Calls
• Unidentified individuals reportedly placed obscene and harassing
telephone calls to a residence hall on Jan. 31.
The case is still under investigation.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 28: 53
Number of parking tickets issued between Jan. 24 and Jan. 30:745

Walking the walk across S. Main
WALKING, from page 1
had their vision obstructed by the other
car and would move forward and strike
the stragglers," MacNutt said.
He said the crosswalk didn't reduce
the number of people struck. MacNutt
said he didn't have the exact numbers of
people struck while there was a crosswalk
in place.
"The number was higher when it was
there," he said.
The crosswalk also posed problems for
vehicles that rear-ended cars that were
stopped very close to the intersection. The
situation was "always problematic," MacNutt said.
Harrisonburg Mayor Rodney Eagle
said the issue impacts pedestrians and drivers alike. "The main concern is for the
safety of everyone," he said.
Eagle said he has suggested employing
crossing guards, but the current best solution is for students and faculty to use the

ii.

The main concern is
for the safety of
everyone...
Rodney Eagle
Harrisonburg mayor
crosswalk at the stoplight.
Eagle also said faculty members who
cross the street in front of the building
instead of by the crosswalk are not setting
a good example for students.
He said he's received several complaints from Harrisonburg Transit bus drivers about people crossing the street in
front of the buses.
Eagle said the university had told him

that it would be a temporary problem, but
it continues.
Harrisonburg doesn't have an ordinance on jaywalking, Harper said, and
this is why police don't take any action
when they see people crossing the
street.
However, pedestrians who step into
traffic can be cited with a traffic violation.
Some faculty members who teach in
Anthony-Seeger think the best solution is
moving classes to the other side of South
Main Street as soon as possible.
"There's one easy solution," said Roger
Soenksen, a professor of speech communication and media arts and design. "Don't
hold classes here."
Soenksen said the university should
move the departments that are located at
Anthony-Seeger back to the main campus.
"That would remedy the situation," he
said. "Until then, we will constantly have
this problem."

Alan Neckowitz, associate professor of
media arts and design, said he agrees
classes would be better off on the main
campus and thinks the crosswalk is too
out of the way.
"1 know it's a pain and the vast majority don't use it," Neckowitz said. "The university has been telling us we will get back
across (South Main Street]."
Students said they thought JMU
should take action instead of allowing the
situation to continue.
"I feel that it is the school's obligation
to provide a way for students to safely
cross the street if they are going to have
classrooms off of the main campus,"
sophomore Derek Donnelly said.
Freshman Kari Kipp said, "They need
a policeman there to direct traffic."
Sophomore Mark Harman thinks JMU
should just think big in solving the problem. "They should get rid of the building
and build a new one on the other side of
campus."
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
Editor
Managing editor
Ads manager
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News editor
News editor
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Style editor
Focus editor
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EDITORIAL POLICY
The house editorial reflects the opinion of the
editorial board as a whole, and is not
necessarily the opinion of any individual staff
member of the Breeze.
Courtney Crowley ... editor
Kelly Whalen... managing editor
Melanie Jennings... opinion editor
Amy Bafumo ... asst. opinion editor
Letters to the editor should be no more rhan
500 words, columns should be no more rhan
800 words, and both will be published on a
space available basis. They must be delivered to
The Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity
and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper, this staff,
or James Madison University.

Crossing issue needs new solution
Forcing hundreds of students to speed limit. Other times, one driver any driver who needs to cross South
cross busy, five-laned South will stop, in an attempt to let stu- Main Street four and five times a day
like most of us housed in Anthony Main Street multiple times a dents in the turning lane cross.
Unless the other lane stops as well, Seeger, to see how long they handle
day is an accident waiting to happen.
it's impossible to cross. Even though walking to the crosswalk every time.
And last Thursday, it did.
Even if all students did use the
A JMU student was hit by a car as the driver means well, the situation
crosswalk, the sheer number of stushe waited in the turning lane, becomes even more risky.
Slowly more students reach the dents crossing would cause delays at
attempting to cross South Main Street
in front of Anthony-Seeger Hall, turning lane, which reduces visibility the intersection with Grace Street.
Inevitably, some drivers or
according to the Jan. 31 Breeze.
((
Fortunately the student and
Both drivers and students exhibit students would get impatient waiting at the crossdriver involved in the accident
weren 't seriously injured. What is dttUgerOUS behUVWr When traveling wa'k and tempers would
disturbbing, though, is the ridicu,
,,
flare, just like they do right
f
lous fact that the student was
in front of Anthony-Seeger.
charged with a traffic violation.
We propose our own soluWhere else are students suption: Why not build a tunnel
posed to stand, but the turning lane, for drivers. Instead of only stu- underneath South Main Street from
when trying to cross the street? dents growing impatient as they the basement of Anthony Seeger
Usually the two directions of traffic try to cross, drivers waiting behind that would come up in the middle of
aren't coordinated, and students end the stopped car become frustrated the field near Duke Hall?
up having to wait dangerously in the too. The chances of someone getThat way, students are not endanting hit increase.
middle for a clearing in traffic.
gered and drivers are not inconveWith Anthony-Seeger housing nienced. Campus cadets could staBoth drivers and students exhibit
dangerous behavior when traveling SMAD, SCOM, The Breeze, The tion themselves at the tunnel to monBluestone, radio stations WXJM and itor students' safety.
on South Main Street.
Students have stepped out onto WMRA, the volume of student traffic
Students and drivers have to be
the crowded road instead of waiting crossing South Main Street won't extremely cautious. Drivers, slow
safely on the sidewalk. Students have change. Some may simply ask, why down. Students, be patient. And for
darted across two lanes of oncoming not just use the crosswalk? The cross- goodness sake, stop charging students
walk isn't much safer with an for violations when the situation itself
cars, misjudging the distance.
Many times drivers exceed the impractical location. We challenge is what needs to be changed.

on South Main Street.

Topic: What's the most number of people you've hooked up with in a week?

CAMPUS
SPOTLIGHT

ALEX NORBOWcontribuling photographer

"Beach week was
a blur, but the
number 13 is a
safe bet."

Erin Prather
freshman, undecided

"None, but I'm
willing to give it
a try

Ben Hickinbotham
freshman, international affairs

"Do barnyard
animals count?"

Ed Kaczinski
sophomore, IBUS

"Ask me again
after {this year'sl
spring break."

Justin Marked
sophomore, history
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One student's venture into the marble palace
In my seventh semester at this fine institution, I considered opening my mind
for a brief moment. I'm not talking
about eating a tofu burger or a "smart"
dog, nor do I mean taking any more mind
altering substances.
For reasons unbeknownst to me, I
took a business class in the most illustrious of buildings. Survey of Real Estate
from the finance department was to be
my challenge. So I set out, without calculator, to conquer the antithesis of my
world: ZaneShowker.
For the record, I must say that I recall
few of the lectures. Breaking new records
for missed classes and time spent in idle
clock-staring assuredly have skewed my
memory. Not to mention the fact that my
doodling collection challenges some of the
more radical pieces in modern art. I currently await a call from Zirkle House.
Anyway, I plunge into the abyss, a
distant unknown the insiders simply
labeled "Showker."
Week One: I wake up late and throw
on what wadded clothing lay about my
cluttered floor. For the first time since
Caron Shelton told my entire sixth grade
class that I was a poor kisser, I honestly
blush in front of my classmates.
It turns that my untucked T-shirt and
my wrinkled khakis do not fit the dress
code. I receive numerous unenthused
stares from attractive young ladies.

Neither are their plaid clad boyfriends too tance for a less qualified math tool.
As I predicted in fearful nightmares, the
psyched by my attire.
Week Two: Suffering from too much professor passes out the Scantron sheets.
cigarette smoke at the Harrisonburg dives, Bubbling has never been my forte, and the
results of my first business test prove this theoI had contracted somewhat of a cold.
In mid-class I release a monstrous ry. But I must say that the "curve" — when a
sneeze, it bellows through the whispers of professor chooses to raise grades out of kindfrat parried conversations and the never- ness— tosses me a life preserver.
End of Semester: Prior to the third test
ending stream of apartment complex
of the semester, my professor states that
name-dropping.
I drown in the silence waiting for a apparently someone has stolen her tests
and ruined the
"God Bless You"
possibility of the
or at the very
beloved curve.
least
a
Business stu"Gesundheit."
dents cry for
Nothing, but
—
Joe
Robertson
blood.
weekend stories
Such a breach
about drinking.
has not occurred on any of my essay assign(Insert popular brand of beer here.)
Being an English major, as sensitive as ments over in Keezell. The dawn of subjecwe are over in Keezell, our professors tive testing limits the realms of cheating.
My professor decides to lower the
sometimes halt the lecture to offer a wellgrades
of the culprits and save the curve.
wish after a sneeze.
This lack of a response makes me long Applause.
Monday of Finals Week: I take the long
for a more comforting land.
Week Three (Test Day): After a night of walk from the Quad to the Lakeside area to
espressos and cigarettes, I walk into calculate my final grade.
I know I'm close to the borderline of a
Showker on the first test day. I'm somewhat worried. Only one good thing comes "C," but reaching that plateau may take a
on test day: that class will get out earlier, good old-fashioned miracle. "D," as we all
allowing an earlier Luigi's buffet visit for know, does not stand for Diploma ... it
stands for Dumb, utterly Dumb. The "C"
me. All else is sheer trouble.
Not only do I not possess a financial cal- grade means that I can skip the final and
culator, I can't even flag down an acquain- accept my lowly business skills.

Breeze Reader's View

Darts & Pats are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
&PAT

As I peer at the list of grades, I
glance my given ID and find the number: 71. Excellent, I survive Showker in
uplifting mediocrity.
I left the building, glowing of jubilation. Without regret, I have not returned
to the alluring exterior of my old stomping ground.
But, during my final exodus, I reflected
on the words of a business comrade who
stated his contempt for the business building. "Zane Showker is the one building on
campus without a soul."
Truer words have never been spoken.
As I look back at my years at JMU, I
may never come to terms with my strange
time in Showker. But in my brief visit to
that strange world, I proved a few things
to myself.
First, a man who wears T-shirts cannot
survive in an Abercrombie world.
Second, though a building may be
"beautiful" and design-efficient, the inside
may be uninviting to the outsider.
Last, never open up your mind to new
ideas. Not only will the GPA suffer, but
you'll find yourself malcontent among the
well-dressed.
I tell you that you'll wish you never
left your safe confines because out there
it's a plaid, plaid, plaid, plaid, plaid,
plaid world.
Joe Robertson is a senior English major.

Pat...
A "way-to-speak-your-mind" pat to James Harper
for his honest and truthful column about religion.
Sent in by a senior who wishes more people had
the courage to speak their minds and share their
faith so freely.

Dart...

Dart...

Dart...

A "why-don't-you-watch-your-big-fatbackpack?" dart to the girl in my SMAD class who
knocked my full cup of soda into my lap while
passing my seat.
Sent in by a student who doesn 1 like looking like
she peed on herself and thinks you better be glad her
roommate could take the time to bring her more pants.

An"I-hope-an-administrator-slipped-lastMonday" dart to whomever decided that JMU should
hold classes without completely de-icing the
sidewalks first.
Sent in by a disgruntled student who didn 't
appreciate having to get out of bed and brave the
elements to get to class while the rest of the state was
enjoying a day off.

A "would-it-kill-you-to-cancel-class?" dart to my
psychology professor who decided to hold class in
spite of the fact that he was very ill and obviously
didn't want to be there.
Sent in by a sophomore who thinks that watching
you cough and sneeze doesn't really qualify as
getting an education and hopes that next time you 'II
stay home.

Pat...

Pat...

Pat...

A"way-to-come-out-and-show-your-support-foryour-team" pat to all the fans who came out to show
us some love on Saturday night.
Sent in by the men's basketball team who knows
that you guys make the difference and look forward
to seeing you at the rest of the games.

A "thanks-for-helping-us-thaw-out" pat to the two
kind souls who brought us hot cocoa at midnight last
Sunday when we were shoveling snow.
Sent in by two exhausted grounds crew workers
who appreciate your kindness and want you to know
that your good deed hasn 't gone unnoticed.

A "way-to-pitch-in" pat to the JMU club
gymnastics team for helping set up and tear down
equipment for our competitions.
Sent in by the JMU gymnastics team who wouldn 't
know what to do without your help and support.
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We counted down to a new raflleniuin...
... now we're counting down to a new beginning

d9nCB
WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 16
MAIN STREET BAR & GRILL
FEATURING:
ONE STEP BEYOND
THE ULTIMATE 80$ COVER BAND
,

DOORS OPEN AT 7 P.M.
$8ATWARRENB0X0EHCE
$ 10 AT THE DOOR

Tickets are very limited
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Dealing with the curse of the class of 2001
One student battles the General Education system, desperate to find reasonable classes
As I sat in the private hell of microeconomics the other day, I started
thinking to myself, "How and
why did I get here?"
I began tracing back to my freshman
year and I honestly couldn't figure out
why I, a SMAD major, was studying the
supply and demand curve.
I mean, yes, I do understand and
agree with the whole "well rounded student" belief, but this is a class that puts
the fear of god into most business
majors.
I told myself that after class, 1 would
find out how this fate had befallen me. I
knew it wasn't my personal decision to
ever take an advanced level economics
course. "What would possess me to commit this form of academic suicide?" I
asked myself.
After getting home and rummaging
through the deepest confines of my
desk, I finally pulled out a copy of my
RAP sheet and blew the dust off its tattered edges.
After several hours of translating
"and" and "or" statements and attempting to decipher my requirements, 1 came
to the conclusion that I had the option of
taking GGEO 120, GHIS 225, GECO
21OC, GPOS 225 or even GECO 200.
I felt like an idiot for even considering
microeconomics. "How could I possibly
have made the decision to take this

course?" I asked myself.
"Seriously, what was I on that day?"
Up until this moment I had prided myself
on being a pretty organized person.
After debating over this great
epiphany, I gathered up'my transcript
and happily headed over to Moody,
where the General Education office
was located.
I walked into the building and
instantly found the office on the immediate left.
Two
very
helpful ladies
in the office
asked me if I
needed any
assistance.
In an
embarrassed, but excited tone, I said,
"Well I think I've made a mistake with
one of my GenEd courses and I'd like to
see if 1 can fix it."
One of the ladies volunteered to help
me out with my problem.
"Well, I am currently taking* microeconomics and it seems like it is going to
be really difficult for me," I said. "I was
looking over my course options and it
doesn't even mention microeconomics."
"Wow, yeah microeconomics is a really tough one. I wouldn't take that course
unless I absolutely had to," the lady said.
After hearing this I was absolutely

thrilled. Here was my salvation, the exit
off of hell's expressway!
No longer would I have to worry
about failing microeconomics!
I danced over and happily handed
her my RAP sheet. I told her that out of
all the options on my transcript the
GGEO 120 class sounded the most
interesting.
"Yep, I see here that you can take
GGEO 120," she said as she picked up
the phone to
contact the
geography
department.
After spending a couple
of minutes on
the phone,
she hung up and said, "That class doesn't exist anymore, I'm sorry."
OK, a mere setback, (I began to feel
my palms get sweaty) but there was still
more to choose from — right?
I looked down at my RAP sheet for
the next best thing. The ECON 210C
course seemed to be a little broader and
more suited for me, so I asked her if I
could add that to my schedule.
"Nope, sorry. I know that class doesn't exist anymore," she said with a smile.
"The other classes on your transcript are
4 credit classes and will take up a lot of
time. Your best bet is either macroeco-

nomics or microeconomics.'
OK, just kidding ... I stood there
stunned as reality settled in.
No longer was I dancing around in
anticipation. My exit ramp quickly had
been placed under construction and I
was forced to merge back into the traffic
of my own little micro economy of hell.
Etear God, so many weeks, I thought,
I'm never going to make it. Depression
loomed over me like a thick cloud.
I slowly crawled back to the confines
of my room to sulk in peace.
So people, as an upperclassmen, do
you feel like you are slowly being forced
off campus?
No wonder we are the first to register
for classes, they know there's nothing for
us to take. I feel like as a junior, I am living under the curse of the "First General
Education Class."
The 1997-'98 General Education package is like a myth now and nobody
knows what they are supposed to take.
I thought the point of GenEd was to
broaden our course options and knowledge. I don't know about everyone else,
but I am feeling pretty limited right now.
At this point, all I am looking to do is
take what I need to graduate — not what
I am truly interested in.

stantly speak of "family values,"
really believe in them, Elian
Gonzalez should be sent back to his
father and grandparents in Cuba.

men. I can imagine that all of the
believers out there are offended
by my lack of faith.
Just imagine how I felt last
Monday when I looked to The
Breeze for some lazy afternoon
reading and found an article
telling people how they need to
believe in God.
What I really wanted to say here
is that I am not upset at your belief
in God, or your abhorrence of my
heretical views, I am simply
resentful of your assumption that
I, and the rest of your readers, cannot make choices on our own.
I have learned something about
other cultures here at school.
Pointedly, that they have existed
for years.
Given that many of these cultures have been around longer
than you, isn't it possible that
your relationship is not with the
only true God, but simply with
your God?
Everyone has their own beliefs
about the who, what and ifs of religion, and I don't enjoy spending
part of my lazy afternoon being
preached at and told to believe in
your notions of what is right.

Tara Hafer is a junior SMAD major.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Reader feels Elian Gonzalez
case more about politics, less
about boy
To the Editor
Why is it that virtually all
Haitian refugees, including children, are returned to Haiti by the
Coast Guard while many Cuban
refugees are allowed to stay in the
United States?
The conditions of life for children in Haiti are much worse than
in Cuba. Children work in sweatshops for U.S. corporations like
Disney in Haiti, and there is no free
health care and education as there
is in Cuba.
Cuba is a better environment for
children, even with the U.S.
embargo, than is Haiti.
If Elian Gonzalez had been one
of the thousands of Haitian children risking their lives to flee that
island, the story would have been
completely ignored by the U.S.
media.
A similar thing happened in the
1980s, when Nicaraguan refugees
were accepted into the United
States, while Guatemalan and El
Salvadoran refugees were sent back
to the brutal governments in those
countries, often to a certain death.
The determining factor is whether
the people are fleeing a socialist or a

capitalist country.
The overriding concern of U.S.
foreign policy is the preservation of
capitalism and the opening up of all
countries to U.S. corporate domination. The intense controversy over
little Elian Gonzalez is entirely
political.
The Cuban exile community in
Florida is utilizing the existing
antagonism
toward Cuba by
the U.S. government to further
their own ends.
Many of these
exiles
were
landowners or
owners of other capital property in
Cuba, who lost that property when
Cuba went socialist — just as the
Mafia lost their casinos and prostitution houses.
Some of these Cuban exiles have
a history of terrorism. On Oct. 6,
1976 they bombed a Cubana airlines plane killing all 73 people on
boarcf, and there have been many
other terrorist acts.
This little boy has suffered
enough with the loss at sea of his
mother and now the continuing
debate over which country he
should call home.
If these U.S. politicians, who con-

Gary Sudborough
Bellflower, Calif.

Column offensive to non-religious student
To the Editor:
I was very disturbed by the article
"Students should embrace
notion of God," which ran in
Monday's issue of The Breeze.
The article brings to the forefront one of the greatest shortcomings of human beings ever
— our desire to unburden ourselves from the weight of life's
questions by conceiving a being
which gives us definite answers.
Mind you the answers come
from a book that was written by

Thomas Lewis
senior, biology
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"Closest Complex to Campus"

HUNTERS RIDGE

Condominiums & Townhomes
Candice@offcampushousing.com

.,

Mike@offcampushousing.com

4 Bedrooms starting at $215
2 Bedrooms starting at $300
(prices are per person per month)

10 Month Leases Available*
High Speed Ethernet Service
DirecTV: Over 70 channels available

434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates Property Management, Inc.
www.offcampushousing.com
* Available in a limited number of four bedroom condominiums.
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Smokers pose health hazards
to non-smoking individuals
If the goal of the "powers that be" is to protect non-smokers
We all know the damage that smoking can do to you
physically. It has been linked to cancer, heart disease from the dangers of second-hand smoke, then this is a problem
that should be thoroughly examined.
and numerous other ailments.
Since we all have to use the doors to get into buildings, and
In addition, it makes you smell bad, turns your teeth yellow
and makes you unpleasant to be around. To remedy this situa- this is the place where smokers congregate, are they really protion for people who do not want to be around smoke, many tecting non-smokers by allowing people who chose to smoke to
offices and other places of employment and learning began to do so right outside the building? I don't think that they are.
A good remedy for the problem would be a "smoking court,"
prohibit people who use their facilities to smoke in the building.
away
from the building where individuals who smoke would be
Smoke-free buildings are a relatively recent concept. Most
allowed to smoke freely without
buildings went that route in the
bothering non-smokers.
1990s to protect the health and wellThis would help in many
being of employees or students that
ways because it would remove
didn't want to subject themselves to
smokers from around the doors of
the hazards of second-hand smoke.
— Brian Carr
public buildings and non-smokers
Unfortunately, smokers have
would know to avoid that area.
found a "loophole" and found a
This seems like the best soluway to do the next best thing: smoke right outside the doors of
tion because it doesn't stop people who choose to smoke from
the office or building.
When walking into a building, which is surrounded by smok- smoking. It just forces them to do it somewhere else, away from
ers, I probably breathe more smoke than I would if the building people who don't smoke and don't care to subject themselves to
allowed smoking, simply because I can't avoid getting into the second-hand smoke.
If you want to smoke, it is your choice.
building. Inconsiderate people who puff away on cigarettes surI am not saying that if you smoke you are a bad person, just
round the doors now, completely ignoring the coughing and
hacking of the "innocent" non-smokers, as they work their way smoke in a different location, a location that doesn't bother nonthrough the thick cloud of smoke that is slowly poisoning their smokers.
I choose not to smoke or be around it, but I am unable to
lungs.
avoid smoke when entering buildings on campus.
Something should be done to remedy this situation.
A space should be designated away from the building for
Do people who choose to smoke really have to do it right outpeople who want to smoke, so they can do so without bothering
side the doors of the building?
No, they do not have to do that at all. There arc plenty of spaces people who hate to be around the toxic substance.
around buildings where smokers can go to have one last cigarette
Brian Can is a freshman.
before class without endangering and annoying non-smokers.
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Did you have
a thought?
Terrific]
Write for the
Opinion section and
share it with
the rest of us?
For more information call
Melanie of Amy
atX3846

Going out with the girls often rough on guy
No! That was my response. I was
not going out with them and that
was final. Despite the chime of
insistent "c'mon's" and "please's," I simply refused to do it. I knew what would
happen. I would be stuck playing enough
of the harem at an overrated drunken beer
pong fest.
Three hours later, I was playing
enough of the harem as I swore I wouldn't
be doing. Four non-interested females and
myself were walking to the car in Z-lot
(also known as Z-lot, scariest to walk to
after 8 p.m.). The mood was setting in so
that I could tell my purpose of being there.
Female 1 said, "Now that Hot-Stud-Boy
(my real nickname issued by female 1 is
less complimentary and not publishable) is
here, he can drive back if we get too tired."
Yeah, tired. Since 1 don't drink, 1 could
have had the chance to drive a classic
Volvo. That was purpose number one.
Female 2 interjected, "No, he's not driving." And I went down in flames.
Purpose number one deleted.
Female 1 began again, "Hot-Stud-Boy,
you know you're going to dance with me,
right?" Purpose two stated. However, this
invitation is not a friendly one. It is simply
business-related. You see, female 1 has a
boyfriend elsewhere and it is my job to
dance with her when sleazy guys eye her
from across the room. Her boyfriend owes
me money — big money.
Female 3 looked at me and patted my
shoulder, "Thanks for hanging out with
me tonight." Purpose three stated.
Yet again, this was business related. I

am there to be her escort to prevent her dering. Pillaging the castle, wrestling lions at me in bewilderment. I was in shock that
from looking stupid by standing by her- and casting spells on inanimate objects someone so cultured had never played
self. Female 4 snickered at me. Purpose were all nothing new. Then, suddenly, lit- "shopping for others."
Grinning, I said to her, "Go find the
four stated — my situation offers humor- tle yellow light bulbs formed over each of
ous entertainment. It is obvious that I can our heads and everyone enthusiastically most expensive thing you can." She had a
confused look on her face as she walked
perform all of my required purposes due screamed in unison, "Wal-Mart!"
up the last aisle of cosmetics and pointed,
Wal-Mart
truly
is
the
greatest
place
to
to the assumption that I will not find
be at one in the morning. However, "This is it."
another girl myself.
I reached out and picked off the $12
"I get the front seat because I know female 4 and I wistfully eyed the motorwhere we're going," female 2 demanded. ized shopping carts, realizing that not CoverGirl compact from the hook and
In fear of her biting my arm, I submitted. both of us could fit into the basket. Turkey covered it neatly with my hand. There
So there I was staring at the back of a Volvo bowling, too, was out of the question was a large man who hadn't shaved in a
because there were no frozen turkeys in while in cosmetics, possibly not knowing
headrest with my neck between my knees.
How would we ever make it back to the store. Female 1 announced, "i want where the camouflage was. His buggy
campus if I couldn't see how we got there? some damn shampoo." Yet again I threw was just across the counter. I walked
up my hands around the counter and ever so subtly
I laughed to
in submission deposited the compact into his buggy next
myself. Being
and
encour- to the pork rinds, Spam and paintballs.
lost would be
I walked away laughing. It would
aged,
"You
fun
and
go get that never match his complexion. Female 3 and
female
2
shampoo and I ran out before the guy could realize that
would have to
— Terrence Nowlin
tell him who he couldn't dip pork rinds in Noxzema
endure, even
his daddy is!" facial cream.
if she was
When we finally got out of the store, it
I
scuttled
along
to
the
back
of the store
foaming at the mouth.
However, five minutes after we got where I picked up some pastel seat cush- had begun to snow. Females 1, 2, 3 and 4
there (wherever "there" was), the females ions and began to heavily examine them, all said, "Yay." I said, "Hey, you know
decided it was lame and wanted to leave. I as if intrigued by their complex design. that rear-wheel drive Volvos are the worst
personally wanted to see the tipsy girl However, I got no response from the guy cars in the world in snow?"
Female 1 gave me the "I-know-how-towith a bad bleach job playing beer pong beside me looking at something camoupass out. So we left and no one was flage (I don't know what it was, I couldn't back-over-you" look and responded, "I
see it). Then I realized people that con- bet there's one thing Hot-Stud-Boy does"tired." Therefore, I wasn't driving.
"So what are we going to do?" female cerned with camouflage at one in the n't know about Volvos — what it's like to
1 asked. Female 2 replied, "Let's go run morning probably couldn't find humor in ride in the trunk!"
Female 4 began to sing "Can You Feel
over small defenseless animals!" Or the guy next to them examining pastel
the
Love Tonight" and I sat very, very quihome
decor,
so
I
scuttled
off.
maybe not, I forget.
At that point, I located female 3 near etly the rest of the way back to campus.
"Snowball fight!" I yelled. Everyone in
the car looked at me. It hadn't started cosmetics. "Have you ever played 'shopTerrence Nowlin is a freshman.
snowing yet. I sat for a minute just pon- ping for others?'" I asked her. She looked
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MEGHAN MOtfTGOMEBXIunJor photographer
(Above and below) The Elegba Folklore Society performed in Wilson Hall Tuesday night. Three men kept the beat with different drums while women shared stories of
their heritage through dances and songs.

Elegba Folklore Society shares
West African culture with JMU
II

EGHAN MURPHY
contributing writer

When the lights inside Wilson Hall's
auditorium dimmed on Tuesday night
and the performers of the Elegba
Folklore Society took the stage, explosive energy filled the room.
The fiery excitement that filled the
room was a sharp contrast to the bitter
cold outside.
Drummers costumed in traditional
West African attire marched on stage
while their silhouettes matched the
strength and power of the beats they
played, and in a kind of manifestation of
the resounding rhythms, dancers celebrated the rich culture they inherited.

Energy and passion were certainly
key words for the evening.
Freshman Sarah Butler attended
the event for a cross-cultural experience, required for her global politics class.
"It's really interesting. They have a
lot of energy and you can tell how passionate they are about their heritage,"
she said.
"When the audience is responding,
it gives us a lot of energy. It's very
exciting," said Imani Bell, a dancer with
the group.
Although most of the show kept the
audience alive and in good spirits, a
somberness descended as the story of a
slave was told amid the sullen dancing

and steady drum beats.
As sad as the tale was, it was one of
the audience's favorite parts.
The colors, movements and sounds
created by the society were altogether
impressive as well as moving.
They joined a wonderfully diverse
audience together in a celebration of all
cultures and humans.
This was done in the true spirit of
Elegba, who, as Janine Bell, artistic director, replied, "As guardian of the crossroads, keeps us connected."
The event was sponsored by the
Center for Multicultural Student
Services and will be in the area again
at Blue Ridge Community College on
Feb. 17.

Saturday night in 'Burg features two musical acts
Solo guitartist Leo Kottke
to celebrate his 24th album
ATTHEW CARASELLA
staff writer
^^^
Six- and 12-string, speedy-finger-picking,
acoustic troubadour Leo Kottke will set his
life experiences to music at the Court Square
Theater on Saturday, in celebration of his 24th
album release One Guitar, No Vocals.
Kottke, a Georgian talent, has performed
for more than 25 years and is highly recognized for a solo acoustic career.
The release of his new album kicks off a
fall tour along the East Coast.
One Guitar, No Vocals is Kottke's attempt to
recapture his memories and share them with
his audience. The music does the talking just
like it has done for years and represents a successful style of writing that signifies Kottke's

LEO KOTTKE
WHO: A solo guitarist who just
released his 24th
album One Guitar,
No Vocals
WHERE: Court
Square Theater
WHEN: Saturday
at 7:30 p.m.
ADMISSION:
$18.50

technique.
Kottke has taken
memorable experiences and brought
them to life once
again in his oneman finger-picking
band. His ability to
create music with
multiple instrumental sounds on one guitar is what sets him
apart and establishes him as a leading soloist.
By quickly changing the tempo, Kottke
adds more feeling to his musical story and is
able to narrate a tale without speaking a word.
If actions have ever spoken louder than words,
One Guitar, No Vocals has done so to say the
very least.

Doors tribute band to try to set
the night on fire at Mainstreet
Grill at 10:30 p.m.
Joe Russo, the black-leathered, wild
child from The Soft Parade, will shake
"Break on through to the other the dreams of Doors fans.
You'll want to hear the scream of
side" just as Jim Morrison did during
Russo's deeply soft
the '60s and witvocals, the rapid
ness a theatrical
crash
of
Roy
show that delivers
Weinberger's
drum
the
closest
roll, the delicate
THE SOFT PARADE
encounter to a real
press of Mike Abel's
Doors concert.
WHAT: A Doors tribute band
elevating keyboards
The Soft Parade, WHERE: Mainstreet Bar and Grill
and the smooth
a Doors tribute WHEN: Saturday at 10:30 p.m.
slide of Joseph
band that has been
ADMISSION: $10 in advance
Bilotti's Gibson GS
around since 1990, and $12 at the door
guitar as The Soft
will
perform
Parade lets it roll all
Saturday
at
night long with the
Mainstreet Bar and

1

ATTHEW CARASELLA
staff writer
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Fast Free Delivery!

433-0606

$ 1 off Buffet all week with
JAC Card!!

Fat Rabbit T-Shirts
Custom Screen Printing
^Great Prices!
^Fast Service!
^Free Delivery!

Large One Topping

$5.99

The Breeze

Now Hiring All Positions

800-724-1473

Charlottesville

email :FattRabt@ aol.com

Study Abroad in London!

Depression.
A flaw in chemistry,
not character.
For more information call 1-800-717-3111

•I

NATIONAL ALLIANCE f 0« RESEARCH
ON SCHIZOPHRENIA AND DEPRESSION

mreeze

' Reaching tli* James Madison I !m * ■ i MI . ■
ronirminl i > Tor over 75 years.

Become

Tradition
Horseback Riding
Lessons
Oak Manor Farm

Applications are still being accepted for
limited spaces in JMU's Semester in London program.
Don't miss your chance to go to London!
Summer 2000:
JMU Summer in London
Led by JMU English Professor Dr. Joan Frederick
Advanced Shakespeare Institute
Led by JMU English Professor Dr. Ralph Cohen

Featuring:
, •Newly Completed <
Indoor Riding Arena
*2 lighted Outdoor Rings
• Boarding

Fall 2000:
JMU Semester in London
Led by JMU Psychology Professor Dr. Craig Shealy

For more information on JMU Semester in London program, visit our website at http://www.jmu.edu/intemational or
contact Professor Doug Kehlenbrink, Director, Semester in London, x6971, kehlendefajjmu.edu

(540J234-?101
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Riding the air waves on WXJM
i

rRQGRAMMtrte; Gmtfct- smnc 2000

OANIE CLARK
contributing writer

Freshman Nathan Havasy starts his
Monday mornings bright and early. Before
the sun has a a chance to melt away the
frosty grass, he starts his long walk from
Chesapeake Hall to Anthony-Seeger.
Havasy is one of the 29 new deejays
of the student-run, student-operated, student-programmed college radio station,
WXJM (88.7 FM). In addition to the new
deejays, WXJM has added seven more
time slots and designed a more organized grid.
Although rookies can usually expect
their first show to fall sometime in the
middle of the night, Havasy was lucky to
get one of the most listened to time slots
for Harrisonburg residents.
"Although a lot of college kids don't
listen to the whole show, a lot of area people do. So that's cool," Havasy said.
Deejays are chosen on a point system. Throughout last semester, students
came to the studio in Anthony-Seeger to
help with different tasks like CD
reviews, and each task earns them a specific amount of points. The students
with the highest number of points get
first pick of time slots.
Havasy's show runs from 6-8 a.m. on
Mondays, and he plays progressive rock
with an emphasis on punk. One band
that he has been impressed with is The
Sharpshooters, which is punk with a
touch of mod and can be compared to
The Who.
"I've gotten to see them a couple times
and they're awesome live," he said.
"While a lot of punk has become stale and
routine, [The Sharpshooters] are just a
breath of fresh air."
Sophomore Caleb Charette, another
new deejay, starts his show even earlier

Sunday
12-2 A.M.
2-4 A.M.
4-6 A.M.
6-8 A.M.
8-10 A.M.
10-12 P.M.
12-2 P.M.
2-4 P.M.
4-6 P.M.
6-8 P.M.
8-10 P.M.

HOON
R. P. M.
D.J. Red
freeform
Dan Comioly
free form
Jenni fee

Tuesday

Cal«k ChmrttU
fr«« farm

'Malfiias
frttjotm

Lori ■ Jerw
free form

Lrin Ihtiflr
Jntform

Seth Casana
freeform

Nathan havasy
progressive

Kevin
Progressive

Jamie Berry
prog

■ •-!-■»■

DJ Mike D

progressive
progressive
Nick
Seth
Loud

Rev. Whitey Jody Worthington LOUD
loud
SATANA
Adam Robinson Brad t>anJe(j
LOUD!!!!!!
Jazz
plue*
IITJVM 1 lunltT
Jeremiah
An»rrir»»«
WorW
BUJFS
Daniel Baber
Progressive

K.iTIR McSIIANF
PROGRESSIVE

Andrew Bush
WXJM Top 15
The Alan Walts Hour progressive
DJ HARMONY
REGGAE

Wedne»doy
Josh Musser
R.P.M.
Beau Hays
freeform

Luu - prog

Karyn Beta

10-12 A.M.

Monday
Darrie Cassada
r.p.m.

NEWS
D.J. Storm
urban

nfjHi TAJlOi
progressive
Tim Morris
Sports Talk
LIVE
Double J
Urban

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Kai Safran
R.P.M.
tatie YoueH
freeform

Steve
Kusek - R.P.M.
Anna Creech
freeform

'rimetime Tom
R.P.M.

Jen Ludwick
freeform

Moura + lorry
freeform

Paul Kamberls
freeform

JtatUcktam

Freeform

Jody Abbot
progressive

Kim & Dan
progressive

Frizank & DJKY
PROGRESSIVE

JANA
PROGRESSIVE

Brooke Mayfield- PROG

TRAVIS R.
PROG.

Brett, Mike,
Steve- prog
Free parking
Loud

Jane
Mcrrujh-proj
RF.RMXA F.
UHUi
Sabado

LOUD

MML#

IN* IN*

K i isti Matthews Mike Keane
Jazz
jar*
Amanda
(.-■IICll A MM
AMKMCANA
Bluegrass
Kim Van
Sant- prog

Hike

Walker-pu*
CHRISTINA
U«rilkppni
CHANG- PROG
infra*
free Parking
WXJM
LIVE
Di SPINS
URBAN

Ryanaldo
Urban

Erica
Blues

NICOLE

Ciilhn.il'

liiliii Logan

AMERICANA
Darren Dibiasi
progressive
Ryan Craves
Progressive

Iffeftta <
/*»<•<- ret ft
Ujuble JC

Flex With

Cafe!
ftndv Brenner
Liz Davis
Reggae
Matt, Dan, Luke
Reggae
Neal & Kevin
urban

WXTM HARRtSOrt&UiRC;- 887 fM KtCmtST IWt-. TMU-fctVML (ttsus)
than Havasy. Extending his Sunday
nights until after 4 a.m., Charette finds it
easier to stay up late and finish his free
form show than to wake up in the middle
of the night.
"My first class is at 12 p.m., so I just
stay up. It's not too bad," Charette said.
Although a free form show offers the
deejay freedom to play any type of independent music, Charette can usually be
expected to play softer tunes like Ben
Harper, though occasionally he likes to
vary the genre.
Freshman Katie Rubright began her

new role as a deejay last semester when a
previous student gave up his position.
After responding to a mass e-mail,
Rubright took over the show and finished
up the last few weeks of the semester
working from 2-5 a.m.
She remembers her first show as a
somewhat nerve-wracking experience. "I
was messing up all over the place,"
Rubright said. "But it was OK because it
was at two in the morning, I mean,
who's listening?"
Starting the new year with her own
Americana show, Rubright plays mostly

folk music. Although '60s singers like Joan
Baez may first come to mind when listening to this genre, Rubright also plays
modern folk music. One singer that has
caught her attention is Lucinda Williams.
"It's just really unique," she said. "It actually kind of leans on the country side but
not too much."
Besides all the new deejays, WXJM continues to offer the great variety of shows
from loud rock and progressive to jazz and
blues, including talk/opinion shows like
Viewpoint and The Alan Watts Hour,
which features a Zen Buddhist philosopher.

Movie Mania

Magnolia'is mixed bag; 'Ashes'a big screen miss
Such is the cleverness of "Magnolia."
Anderson's screenplay is in many
ways a true original, yet by the end of the
film it's clear he's the only one in on the
"Magnolia"
joke. The movie isn't confusing, it's just
Harrisonburg 14 Cinemas
unclear; if Anderson is trying to make a
Rated R
philosophical point, it doesn't show
188 minute running time
through bright enough to dissolve the
In "Boogie Nights" writer-director Paul utter perplexity of frogs falling from the
Thomas Anderson argued that pomogra- sky in the last reel.
Why does there have to be a point,
phers are people too, and rightly earned
great critical praise and legions of admir- you ask? Simple. No three-hour-eighters. His eagerly anticipated follow-up, an minute, multiple-character, confoundingintricate character study curiously titled ly intricate story like "Magnolia" can
"Magnolia," is, however, a mixed bag. stand on its own without one. There is a
Much in the narrative style of, in particu- thematic consistency to the film that
lar, two Robert Altman films — demands such a meaning be crystal clear.
"Nashville" and "Short Cuts" — Despite the incredible performances by
Anderson crafts a long, emotional mosaic each member of the case (Tom Cruise
following the interconnecting lives of and Julianne Moore, in particular, give
nearly a dozen different characters on one wrenching weight to Anderson's worthy
meteorologically amazing day in script), however, there is an unshakeable
dissatisfaction with the film in general. It
Southern California.
"Magnolia" is ripe with unlikely coinci- is well-written, strongly directed
dences, but that, it seems, is the whole (although Anderson's visual and atmospoint. Anderson dispels suspicion early in pheric style, particularly in the use of
the film, presenting a hilarious montage of music, is a direct copy of Martin
extraordinary and downright creepy situa- Scorsese), splendidly performed film,
tions, the narrator telling the viewer "If I worthy of a second viewing. If only to
saw this in a movie, I wouldn't believe it." find just what the heck it's all about.

I

RENT ANDREW BOWLES
Breeze Film Critic

"Angela's Ashes"
Harrisonburg 14
Rated R
145 minute running time
"Angela's Ashes" is probably a film
that should never have been made in the
first place. Frank McCourt's best-selling
memoirs of his miserable Irish Catholic
childhood is a story worth telling — don't
get me wrong. Yet it is a dismal tale that
needs the lightened and embittered voice
of a narrator reminiscing and refusing to
see the past as a burden to counterbalance
its squalor. Alan Parker's cinematic adaptation divorces McCourt's life from
McCourt's voice, and thus becomes a
heavy-handed and thoroughly depressing
tale of woe and poverty that, in whatever
form or historical context, has appeared
on screen many times before.
Mousy Emily Watson plays the title
character, mother of six children (Frank
is the oldest), three of whom die in the
first 30 minutes of the film. It's all tragic,
but it exemplifies early on the major flaw
which keeps "Angela's Ashes" from
becoming anything more than ponderous: continuous, numbing repetition.
Yes, McCourt's life was a hard one, and

yes, the conditions of life in povertystricken early-20th century Ireland were
beyond reproach. But it simply does not
make a good movie, particularly when the
tragic moments consist of an endless
litany of dead infants, drunken and
money-squandering fathers, sickness and
vomit, and doors slammed in our hero's
face.
The actors do a fine job, particularly
the three boys who play McCourt at varying stages of his early life. Parker (no
stranger to tales of Irish woe — he directed 'The Commitments" trilogy — fills the
screen with dark, shadowy portraits of
begrimed streets and the besmirched faces
forced to live in them, and the soundtrack
with wrenching John Williams music, yet
nothing in the film's interminable two and
a half hours warrants all the fuss.
"Angela's Ashes" works toward an
honorable goal, yet, ultimately, fails in
nearly every way. It is long and overwrought, with occasional glimpses of
humor that are gone so quickly that they
have little lasting effect. Parker's movie is
handsomely mounted, to be sure, but in
the end, begs the most dangerous question any film can allow a viewer to ask:
just what is the point?
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(Korean noodles with beef,
vegetables, and sesame oil),
Kim Chee (pickled radish with
red pepper and vinegar), Yaki
Mandoo (triangle pastry with
egg roll filling) and Bulgok'i
(traditional Korean beef cut
thin). She also brought in seaweed, which one student said
was "pretty good actually, if
you roll the rice up in it."
Kenney also taught students how to write part of the
Korean alphabet.
"It's too bad more halls didn't participate, because it really
is such a good program,"
Kenney said.
At Hillside, hall directors
from Bell (Jeremy D'Errico),
McGraw Long (Sherry
Matulock) and Hillside (Jason
Shaffer) all combined their
efforts for a United Kingdom
display.
"I can't speak another language, so if I was going to travel some place, this is where I
would go," Shaffer said.
Complete with the Beatles'
STORY BY CONTRIBUTING WRITER KATHLEEN REUSCHLE
song "Ob La Di, Ob La Da"
PHOTOS BY SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHERS JANE MCHUGH AND XRIS THOMAS
playing in the background,
Hillside also offered informammm ... baklava"
tion on Rugby and other
gram that began in the fall of
pick halls in each area of camsaid junior Dan
1997, but had since fallen by
British pastimes.
pus and let hall directors
Sluzas as he strolled
the wayside.
decide what countries to host
"Holmes Browne, who works
past a sampler platCasey Yu, a graduate assisin the facilities office in
based on interest.
ter of Greek delights in Logan
tant at CMISS, and Jeremy D'
Chesapeake chose Egypt,
Residence Life, is from
Hall Monday night. Visitors
England, so he helped us with
Errico, a second year graduate
since one of their RA's, Ed
also got a chance to watch
student and hall director at
Milad, is of Egyptian decent.
some information and let us
films starring Greek actresses,
Bell Hall, were team leaders of
borrow his cricket stick to
Milad had his mom make
read poems by Greek poets or
the event.
baklava and feta
show people,"
sample prose from Greek writ"We were some of the few
Matulock said.
cheese dip for the
ers — all as part of the Office
Over in the
people left who remembered
event. He also
of Residence Life (ORL) and
the program, and we wanted
Bluestone area,
brought in some
We hope it will
the Center for Multicultural
to bring it back since everyone
hieroglyphic
Logan Hall's
become an annual
/International Student
had so much fun with it," Yu
lounge hosted
adorned tapesServices'(CMJSS) latest effort
.said.
tries, as well as
Greece.
In 1997, every dorm particito promote cultural awareness.
camel, sphinx and event... just maybe
Sophomore
Chesapeake, Dingledine,
pated in the program, but
Resident Adviser
pyramid fignot in January.
Hillside, Hoffman and Logan
some were more enthusiastic
urines. The staff
Raleigh Seamster
halls all helped bring back
than others. This time around,
brought in
showed the
Collaborative work
"Around the World,"a proORL and CMISS decided to
spanikopita as
movie
"Cleopatra" and
well as baklava
can put together
used black electrifor students to try.
some great
cal tape to outline
"I'm really
a pyramid on the
interested in
programs.
lounge wall to
Greek culture and
help set the
am actually
Christian Sanchez
mood.
studying abroad
CMISS Assistant
"We were
next year... so I
Director
going to put a
was excited to
tarp down and fill
help with this
the floor in with
event," she said.
sand," hall director Diana
Seamster also brought in
Karczmarczyk said, "but we
the movie "Never on Sunday"
figured that would be a little
starring Greek actress Melina
too crazy and expensive."
Mercouri. On the wall, she disTo compensate,
played poems by George
Chesapeake brought in some
Seferis and work by Nikos
sand art and Play-Don kits for
Kazantzakis, another 20th censtudents to have a little fun.
tury writer.
At Dingledine, Hall
Across the street, the staff
Director Ginny Kenney helped
of Hoffman Hall put up infortransform the lobby into South
mation about Vietnam, a counKorea. Her mom, who is South
try they chose based on stuIn Logan Hall, residents sampled spanikopita and baklava at a refreshKorean, brought in several tradent interest. RA Nick Pelzer
ments table. Students also had the chance to watch "Never on
ditional dishes for students to
offered some of the more interSunday" starring Greek actress Melina Mercouri.
try, including: Jop Chae
esting things he learned about

Taking JMU

New 'Around the World' dorm program gives
students a valuable lesson in cultural awareness

a
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International Students At JMU
Ninety-four nationalities are represented at JMU, although international students only make
up 3.7 percent of the JMU student population. Of that 3.7 percent, the following percentages
illustrate the top 12 nations international JMU students come from:

Country

The United Kingdom was represented in Hillside, where students had a chance to test their knowtege of British
trivia, complete with the Beatles' song "Ob La Di, Ob La Da" playing in the background.

Vietnam while helping to set
up the program.
"In Vietnam, someone's
head is considered the most
spiritual part of the body,"
Pelzer said. "Also, crossing the
middle and index finger, as
Americans do for good luck, is
considered impolite in
Vietnam."
RA Friday Oeur said she
wished the event was promoted better leading up to
Monday night.
"I know that a lot of people
didn't know that we were even
doing this... maybe next year
they could host it in the [PC]
Ballroom or the Convocation
Center — that way a lot of people would get to see it.
Especially with the bad weather, people aren't going to be
willing to walk all over campus," Oeur said.
To combat winter transportation problems, program
leaders took turns driving a
shuttle back and forth from all
the halls, but not many students came out to take advantage of the convenience.
Christina Sanchez, the
assistant director of CMISS,
said, "We hope it will become
an annual event... just maybe
not in January. It is definitely
an opportunity for a celebration though. Collaborative
work can put together some
great programs."
To promote better integration of international students
within the JMU community,

Number of Students

Percentage

South Korea

82

15%

Germany

73

13.5%

People's
Republic of
China

35

6.4%

Pakistan

32

5.9%

United
Kingdom

31

5.7%

India

26

4.8%

Ghana

17

2.7%

Philippines

14

2.5%

Canada

13

2.4%

Japan

13

2.4%

Vietnam

12

2.2%

Russia

10

1.8%

Other (< 10)

182

34%

Source: CMISS Communicator, Jan. I, 2000, Vol. I, Issue I.

The Center for Multicultural/International Student Services plans to
keep working on the development of diverse programming.

CMISS will be hosting a
Cultural Exchange, in which
international students are
paired with U.S. national students. An opening reception
for the exchange will be on
Feb. 18 for those who want to
participate. Events planned for
students involved include trips
to Washington, DC, and New
York City for plays, performances and receptions.
With numerous multiethinic groups and 94 nationalities represented at JMU,
CMISS is trying to highlight
the many different cultures,
customs and beliefs that exist
not only all over the world, but

right here at JMU.
CMISS has seen its office
change from a two-person
office servicing AfricanAmerican students to a sixperson office servicing all
international students.
Currently the center is evaluating if students' needs are being
met, and are looking to provide more diverse venues for
programs other than the ones
that are available to students
now.
For more information about
upcoming programs, call 5686636, or visit their web site:
www.jmu.edu/mulicultural.

At Dingledirte, hall director Ginny Kenney helped transform the lobby into South Korea.
Her mom, who is South Korean, brought in several traditional dishes for students to try,
including seaweed.
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Come have fun!

Jalisco

Valentine's Day with
Mariachis Band
band will perform from: 5:30 p.m.
to 9:30 p.m.

^es6ay
Lunch Special
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Any Lunch $3.75
with soft drink

Open Everyday
11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m
Complete ABC
Beverages

February
14th
Sunday ^
5ft.

All day kids under
12 eat free from
kids menu

243 Netf Ebony B
(Next to Sears)
434-8634
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YO'j'Pi iUSE OF.
Out MlM »re 70* »«ter. So, vhtn jou pollute >
boij of »iter, you eaj mntuallj pollute jour ovo
bodj. Stop th« ejcle ol s.ter pollution.
lo Und out how, cill 1-800-504-8484.
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i Breeze

' RraHMng (lie James Madison I 'nivrrdly
community for orer 75 years.

SHAKE IT UP
fc*

I

LIFETIME
BRAKES
Per axle after
$10 mail-in rebale

$10 rebate per axle which
includes purchase of any
genuine Midas brake pads
or shoes

m

INVEST IN A
PHEASANT RUN TOWNHOME
432-6623
282 University Blvd.
Most vehicles. Additional repairs may be
necessary at substantial extra cost. Offer
good at participating shops. Pads and
shoes guaranteed for as long as
you own your car. See warranty terms in
shop. Offer ends 02/27/00.

"S
From JMU lake South Main St end turn loft
on Rocco Avo across from the Hartman Dodge
|u»t past the 1.2.3 Movie Theater.
On Rocco, turn right on Pheasant Run Circle.
The Model/Office Is located at 579 Pheasant Run Circle.
Parking is available In the Pheasant Run Townhome Lot.

CALL 801-0660 OR 877-166-7786
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FRIDAY

11
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MONDAY

Tuesday

V
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Todd
Schlabach

The Artful Dodger

The BiltmorE

West Water
Street

Jeff Grant
piano

Calhoun'S

Kelly Mae
Brown 8:30

7-11pm

Acoustic
Night

Karaoke

Jazz
Cobalt Blue
Leon Milmore
$3

Finnigan's Cove
The Highlawn Pavilion

Ladies
Night

Key West beach bar & grill

College
Night

Jimmy O

Q101-ladies
free

Tobacco
Road
Jeff Grant

The LITTLE Grill
Mainstreet Bar & Grill

Thursday, Feb. 3, 2000

Ladies
Night

Guesf
Sorority
Bartender

Ki:
Theory

$2 with
Practically
Einstein

The Reape and
Sun-Dned
Opossum $6

Deejay
Walker's Run
Bluegrass $4

Deejay

WBOP Presents

ladies free

Mad Margritt

West Water

Spanky's

Street

Jazz Night

Dave's Taverna
RYAN PimiXISKllilaflanisi

AH shows befjm at 10 p.m.. unless otherwise noted

'men
Up!
Stop in! We
now carry

Open Mic
Night

compiledhy CRYSTAL SMYTHE/Wff writer

GUc&

1/UCC4,

If

-*l

Saturday, February 12, 2000
7:00-8:30 p.m.
Grace Covenant Church
3337 Emmaus Road • Harrisonburg. VA
Phone: 433-9244

^

the College
Top 200 every
day. Or shop
online with
Backstage at efollett.com where ecredits earned
on previous textbook purchases can be applied
to any CD purchase.

I

mn <,partner of r+follett.COm .
w«»««oc(Xi(Gi u.rioo.1

Slock /l/oice& is a gospel choir from the University of Virginia.
Invite your friends and join us for an evening of African-American
culture such as spirituals, classical and contemporary gospel music.
A free will offering will be taken.
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OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

.95

The Breeze

AUDIO/VIDEO CLEARANCE

m YAMAHA

Includes filter and u. in 5 quarts of oil
Expires 2/17/00
Offer good with coupon

Heishman's

434-5935

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, INC.

East Market at Furnace
Beside Papa John's

COMPARE OUR TIRE
PRICES WITH THOSE
BACK HOME!

HOURS:
M-F8-5
Sat. 8-2

•

•

CLEARANCE PRICES STOREWIOE
|ON YAMAHA, BOSTON ACOUSTICS,
KLIPSCH, MITSUBISHI & MORE
Harrisonburg Only" Sale List at: http://hotne.rica.net/aGetnusic/burg.htm
'ou must type the above URL into your browser there are no links to this page
MUSIC 'N
2990 S M«in Stre«t, Harmonburg, VA
Cl CrTDAMirC 540-434-4722 • I-800-PLAYACE
■LCUI tV^NIV^Q Hours-: I 0-6 Mnn-fri ■ I 0-5 Saturday^

Roommate Hunting?
don't let friends drive drunk

Need a place to live next year?
Looking for roommates?

©

U.S. Department of Transportation

AT"!0**

I Breeze

Rracltinc u* J»n»es Madison University "
community Tor over 75 y**r%.

"A
y\tcitu
6* FLORISI
f 433-3352

600 F. University Blvd.,
next to Costco
Deliveries Available

1/<UcKtute'<s,

NEED i SAY
MORE?

.>

Ashby Crossing still has vacant
rooms for next fall.
If you and a friend are looking
for a roommate...

LET US HELP YOU!
College Park-Ashby Crossing, L.L.C.
1191 Devon Lane
540-432-1001
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This week at the, hoy office:

Judd reclaims No. 1
despite low dollars
ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO the football-frenzied weekend in 1997 with a paltry
senior writer
$5.7 million.
Super Bowl weekend is
Judd's "Eye of the
always a slow time at the box Beholder," in which she is
office. There was also treach- paired with Ewan McGregor,
erous weather throughout looks like it's not going to
the country, so most theater come close to the numbers
seats were vacant over the "Double Jeopardy" came in
weekend.
with its estimated $115 million
Ashley Judd's newest since its September opening.
murder mystery, "Eye of the
Ice Cube's comedy
Beholder," opened this week- dropped to second this week
end at number one. Granted as it had been leading the
the money earned was poor, pack for the past two weeks.
only $5.9 million, but it was "Next Friday" made $5.7 milher second straight number- lion over the weekend,
one opening ("Double upping its three-week total to
Jeopardy" opened at num- $39.5 million.
ber one in September). For a
Following his Golden
Super Bowl weekend, this Globe win last Sunday,
was the smallest number Denzel Washington's "The
one since "Jerry Maguire" Hurricane" had the smallest
took home the trophy over drop off from last week — 12

percent. The boxing bio made
$5.7 million bringing it to
$30.9 million to date. The
buzz surrounding the film,
along with Washington's likely Oscar nomination in two
weeks, this film should stay in
the
fight
throughout
February.
The final two of the top
five are still holdovers from
the winter movie season.
"Stuart Little" and "The
Green Mile" made $4.7 and
$4 million, respectively.
Bette Midler's "Isn't She
Great" was all but that when
it opened this weekend with
a dismal $1.4 million. It looks
like it will follow the path set
forth by the other less-thanpar films released in January
this year; "Supernova" and
"Play it to the Bone." Both

When it snows or freezes
and you want to know if
JMU is open, closed
or opening late. . . ^J

tune in any area radio or tv station
(most stations will make announcements
ONLY when JMU fa dosed),

check JMU's web sin-:
www.Jtnu.edu
or call 433-5300

"Eyefef the

Behjlder"
$5.y minion

are struggling to make
money. "Play it to the Bone"
was released on limited
screens in December.
Next weekend, there will
most definitely be a new
number one at the box office,
as Wes Craven brings his
final installment of the
"Scream" trilogy to theaters.
"Scream 3," which stars
Neve
Campbell
and
Courteney Cox, was slated
to be released in December
amongst the Christmas season. However, the powers
that be at Miramax, along
with production delays,
pushed the release date to
Feb. 4. It will probably work
out to their advantage, as
they have the market to
themselves due to the lack of
hits currently in theaters.

't
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"The rluftricane
$5.Tmillion
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z
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"StiA*Lttle"
$4.7 million
•XI

The Gre* Mile"
$4rn!Tlion
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Shmtlffins* & Bagels

UJ

Onlyal
More Bagels

ShllHllliii Brrakfut Sjnil.khr.

Bagel Breaklasl Sand.lrhes

En & Client

1.19..

1.79

Bagel

lUm, Egg & Cheew

1.39..

1.79

Steak, Egg & Cheese

1.19.

1.79

Sausage, Eat & Ctieese

1.39..

Bacon. Egg & Cheese

I.J9..

1.79
1.79

Bagel & Duller
Bagel & Jell,
Bagel & Cream Cheese..
Add Jelly

..SO,
.89,
-.89.
...99,
....39,

Add Cream Cheese
Bagel. 1/2 Dotcn.

llaihbeowm

.69*;

Subz

BagclsEZDorcnlO)

Hall 6"
2.99

Jr.
...1.69...,

...2.99
...4.99

Whole 12"
4.99

Italian
lew "■«•- larkofc. pM nil in I. rt»vdo*
Club Combo

•1.59

3.»

.5.49

.1.99

3.59

.5.89

I lam

• 189

3.39

.5.49

Turkey

•199

3.49

.5.69

"99

3.49

-5.69

Roaal Bee!
Sabd Sub .-

_

•199

3.49

<i~ - iU> _U)
EB SaUd Sub
Veggie

.5.69

.1.69
.159

2.69

.5.38

2.69

.5.38

Cheese

.1.59

1.19

.5.49

Deb Sandwicliez
Ham &■ Cheese
Turkey
Rout Heel

.2.99

Chicken Salad

.2.99

Tuna Sabd

3.19

.3.19

Cheeac

2.99

Egg Sabd

.2.69

Veggie

Hot Subz

3.19

2.69

)'

Hall 6"

Whole 12"

Steak

.1.99..

3.59

5.69

Meatball

.1.69..

2.69

4.69

Chicken

.1.99..

3.59

5.99

Pepperonl

.1.59..

2.69
3.59
50.

4.49
5.99
1.00

Pork BBQ.
Extra I'III^II

HI

.-

..1.99..
...25...

Saladz
Garden Salad...,
Che! Sabd

.2.69

Routed Chicken Sabd

3.99

.3.59

Caeaar Sabd

2.69

Tuna or Chicken Salad
Chicken Caesar

.3.79

Caesar Side

..3.99
..3.59

Chicken Caeaar Side
Steak Salad

149
1.99

TacoSabd

Hoi Dogz

Please >l>> not tic up the University's
telephone Jincs by c.illinn ciuiipiis
police "i the campus operator

"Nexj^riday"
$5.7 million

MTO

Cold Cui.

Listen to 1610 AM
on your radio,

MOVIES

3.79

Nachoz

2 World Famoua Sheen Dogs .

.1.59

Big Dell Dog Sub

..1.99

Nachoa Buenoa
IMU fc dm. AM f.Ue*«.

-1.99

Nachoi Grande
buck*. •14 MU. taMfct «l <**.
-*•.. u..i ...... i—.-. ,

.2.79

Ask About Our "Sheet;'. Fundraisers" For Your Organization
533 Univauty Biulcvwd, IkiiriMinhuig. VA 22X01 • I'IMHIC 540-574-3072 • Pal 540-574 41171
1X25 Soulh Main Sited. lljrriM.nlxir(!. VA 22X01 • Phone 540 574 117X • l-'jx 540-574-4171

i * .
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* PLAN 9 SELLS *

OF USED CDS - S8 OR LESS!
-

GET CASH FOR
YOUR MUSIC!
WE PAY TOP DOLLAR FOR USED CDS

The Breeze

STYLE

Work for The Breezel
Submit cover letter, resume
and five clips to
Gina Montefusco at
The Breeze office by Feb. 11
News Editors
•Asst. News
Editor
»Opinion Editor
►Style Editor
>Asst. Style/
Focus Editor
►Focus Editor

Photo Editors
1
Graphics Editor
•Sports Editor
►Asst. Sports
Editor
►Copy Editor
>Asst. Copy
Editor

Call Gina at x6127 for more info.

•Ethernet
•5 minute walk on South Main St.
•3, 4, & 5 Bedroom Furnished Apartments

Personally owned and managed by

Craig Smith

434-3509

, - • TS' all
Th« Breete

»

»*.•■*•
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Long looks to continue success
He's already qualified for Olympic trials in 800-meter, next is 1500-meter
KATHLEEN REUSCHLE
contributing writer
Junior Jason Long has
already qualified for the U.S.
Olympic Trials in the 800-meter
run.
His personal best for the 800
is 1:47.06, which nicely beats the
1:47.5 standard. His personal
best for the 1500-meter run is
3:41.7, which is just shy of the
3:41.0 he needs to qualify for that
race. He's going to George
Mason University this weekend
to run the 1500 for the first time
this indoor season and is looking
forward to getting that qualifying time.
Long runs fast. Indoors he
has run a 4:06 mile and a 1:49
half-mile. This season he is looking to run a strong 3,000-meter
run, mile and provide a strong
leg on the distance medley relay.

Originally from Central High
runners like Seneca Lassiter and
School in Woodstock, Long has Gabe Jennings. The same month
stepped up his training, which at the NCAAs, he placed sixth in
provides for his regular steady the 1500.
improvements. He found his
Some people may say that
way to JMU because of the
nature of the school and
((
the running program itself.
/f a\\ cattle doWYl W
It all came down to

man, a fellow mile-runner, will
easily provide some competition
for him.
Over the summer, Long's
season went all the way to July,
and when he came back after
a two-week rest, he discovered he had an upper hamstring injury. He had two
weeks left to train before the
where I was happiest, and I where I WCIS haDVieSt
r r
was happiest here, Long
cross country season started,
which left him playing catchLong now has to put his
up with his injury. This creyy
faith in his new coach,
ated problems for Long's
Dave Rinker.
cross country season, but
"I trust him," Long said.
Jason Long with the indoor season in
JMU track runner full swing, he is anticipating
"I have to. In order to do
well you have to trust your
some fast races ahead.
coach ... I have faith in him that Long is running with the big
Long will be going through
I can run fast."
boys now. Little do they know
many tough workouts between
Over the summer, Long that he has been hanging with
now and his next two-week rest
placed 15th in the 1500 at USA
them for quite some time and
period.
Nationals, a meet that hosts both
that many nationally-recognized
"Training is not fun," Long
collegiate and non-collegiate ath- runners are right here on his said. "But when you have a
letes. At that meet, he ran with
team at JMU. Senior Russ Colebunch of guys to run with, it

531(1

and I was happiest
here.

makes it bearable, especially
when you are hurting really
bad."
Running races up and
down the East Coast on weekends and coming back to take
tests on Mondays is something
Long has learned to deal with.
He is currently a marketing
major and is thinking of getting involved in becoming a
sports agent at some point
after he graduates. Runners
who get injured during their
senior year in college and can't
run when they need to for
endorsers to take notice have a
hard time. Long would like to
be involved in giving some of
the more unlucky runners
another chance.
"I know if I were in that situation, I would want someone
to have faith in me and help
bring me back, too," Long said.

Come cheer your Dukes
Watching JMU teams play helps them win the game

KOBKKT N ATT/senior photographer

TO THE HOLE-. Senior guard Jabarri Outzz shoots against Richmond
on Saturday. The Dukes played VCU last night.

The time has almost come for
me to graduate. I have to admit
I'm a little upset about leaving
JMU. Besides the fact that I don't
have a job lined up and there is a
good chance that I have spent
four years of my life preparing
for another summer of backbreaking construction work, the
athletic program here has taken a
rum for the better in my last year
and I won't be around to see the
program grow even further.
Take the men's basketball
game on Saturday, for example.
Going into the game, JMU was
11-6, including a 5-2 mark in the
CAA. The Dukes 5-2 CAA
record was good for second
place in the conference, only a
half-game behind George
Mason. Not only that, but one of
Mason's losses was to JMU.
On Saturday, the University
of Richmond Spiders came to
town. Now that we have this set
up, the fans of JMU came out in
all of their glory on Saturday.
In my opinion, the athletics
programs here have always been
good, but I also thought there
was room for improvement. The
way this year is going, it looks
like we have turned that corner.
The success of the fall season has
spilled over into the winter season and Saturday's game at the
Convo proved that.
About 6,600 fans jammed the
Convo on Saturday to see the
Dukes pull out an amazing
come-from-behind victory.
Junior guard Mickey Dennis hit a

three-pointer from the left corner
of the floor with only one tick left
on the clock, sparking the Electric
Zoo Cage into a frenzy.
The football team was honored at halftime for their Atlantic
10 championship season. Good
ol' Uncle Ron was at the game
cheering on the Dukes. (Does
anyone else think that Dr. Carrier is the Duke Dog besides me?

No Bonz
About It
— Ryan Murray
It's kind of like the Clark
Kent/Superman thing, when
one is around the other always
seems to be conveniently missing.) In the closing minutes of
the game. Coach Sherman Dillard was waving his arms telling
the crowd to get up, which they
did in full force and, no doubt,
had a hand in the Dukes' big
win.
For the first time in the four
years that I've been here, the
fans have flocked to JMU athletic
events in huge numbers. Not to
get into a geometry class here
since 1 haven't had a math class
in about three years, but success
in athletic events is a circular
phenomena. When teams win,
the fans come out to cheer them
on and when the fans come to

cheer their teams on, the teams
tend to win more often.
From today until Sunday,
there are six JMU home athletic
events alone, including a
women's gymnastics meet, a
men's gymnastics meet, a
women's fencing match and two
women's basketball games and a
wrestling match. The wrestling
team hasn't had a home match
since Jan. 15. This weekend
is a great opportunity to go
out and see the Dukes. The
men's gymnastics team
won't come back to Godwin
again until Feb. 22, while
Feb. 4 will be the last home
meet of the year for the
women's team. The fencing
team has only three home
matches this year. Go out and
see your fellow classmates compete. Did you know that the
women's basketball team has
won its last seven home games?
I say we should get out and help
them win eight.
So I guess the moral of the
story is to go and help the JMU
athletic teams out. Whether it be
baseball, football, swimming or
gymnastics, the value of the fan
can be immeasurable. Besides,
you only have a few years here
and before you know it, you may
not have the opportunity to get
out and see a game.
Ryan Murray is a senior SMAD
major and the assistant sports editor.
He strongly recommends going out to
see Vie Franklins play in concert.
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16 - 30s REQUIRED
FOR WORKING ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE
^ BRITAIN

AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND \

Work, travel and have fun. Internationalize your'resume,
make new friends and broaden your horizons!
BUNAC provides government approved Work Permits valid from
4-12 months. Programs open to US citizens only.
.
^

For more info or a brochure please contact
1-800-462-8622
www.bunac.org
Email: info@bunacusa.org

HOURS
Sun. 9:30-11:30 $7

COLLEGE RIGHTS

Wed. 10-12 $7
^

Fri10-1$10
Sat. 12-2 $10

Euery Wednesday

3106 S. main St.
434-8721

Sunday nights

JMl) WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
VS.

Richmond

VS.

vcu

Friday, February 4
7:30 p.m.

Sunday, February 6
2 p.m.

Played at the
Convocation Center

Played at the
Convocation Center

Game sponsored by:

m
■

■

I McDonald's

I

STATE FARM

Game sponsored by:
INSURANCE

Come celebrate National Girls &

Harrisonburg A Rockingham County

Women in Sport Day/ Girls Scouts

Duke Dog Reading Club Night!

Day! Get your favorite player's

autograph following the game!
www. jmu. edu/at h let ics
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Opportuni

me
/Mil's Kreiger hopes to represent U.S. at Olympics

i

NDREW TUFTS
staff writer

While the U.S. national field
hockey team was preparing to
qualify for the 2000 Sydney
Olympics, JMU senior midfielder Coleen Kreiger was planning
to teach fifth graders the rules
of kickball.
However, Kreiger unexpectedly exchanged her lesson
plans for shin guards, as she
was recently selected to the 22member U.S. squad. Now she is
training for one of 18 spots on
the team that will compete at an
Olympic qualifying tournament
in England from March 24April 2.
"Even if 1 don't make the 18,1
have to constantly make a difference to make those that are
going to be there that much better," Kreiger, who scored six
goals for the Dukes this season,
said. "If I just go out there and
slack off, it's not going to make
the team any better."
Kreiger was selected as a
senior all-star at the conclusion
of the 1999 season. From there,
she went on to compete in the
North/South Senior All-Star
Game in Boston. Because of her
performance in the game, the
U.S. national coach gave her the
opportunity to try out for the
US. team.
"There's 22 people in the
nation that make that team,"
JMU Coach Christy Morgan
said. "And she's one of them.
It's a great honor and an awesome opportunity."
Although Kreiger played
well at the tryout, she didn't
think she would be able to beat

out 38 others for a spot on the
22-member U.S. team. Therefore, when the coach was giving
out directions to everyone on
what to do if they made it, she
wasn't even paying attention.
When she found out that she
made it, she had to ask for directions again and tell the coach
she wasn't listening.
"Even though I'm usually an
optimist, I'm at my best whenever I'm real pessimistic,"
Kreiger said.
Morgan had her own reasons for believing in Kreiger.
"I think one of the reasons
she's on the team is her perseverance," she said. "She's a fighter, and a worker and very disciplined. She has the desire to be
the best and she's willing to
work for it"
Kreiger started playing field
hockey competitively in the seventh grade, partly because of her
sister's influence and involvement in the sport as a middle
school student.
"She's definitely someone I
looked up to," Kreiger said.
"She expected a lot out of me
and I would do whatever she
asked of me."
As a Methacton High School
senior in Trooper, Pa., her team
won the state championship,
and nearly every player on that
team went on to play on the
Division I level.
From there, she followed her
sister, Kelly, who was a defender
for the Dukes from 1993-'96, and
Morgan to JMU.
"My sister was definitely one
of the factors [in coming to
JMU]," Kreiger said. "But I think
the real reason I came here was

Christy. I wasn't really sure
what my major was going to be,
so I went with the team and the
coach I liked the most."
Morgan liked Kreiger mainly
because of her desire as a player.
"I've known about her for a
long time, and she's always been
a never-say-die player," she said.
"She's grown every year and it's
time to take the next step."
Assistant Coach Amy
Fowler described the freshman
Kreiger as a "chicken with her
head cut off."
"She was totally out of control, but eager to learn," Fowler
said. "Now she's a great player
with a fine leadership role who
commands respect."
Aside from the U.S. national
team that Kreiger was selected
for, she has received numerous
other accolades during her illustrious career. She was selected to
the National Field Hockey
Coaches Association All-South
Region First Team in 1999 and
the Second Team in 1997. She
was also awarded All-CAA First
Team honors in 1999 and Second
Team honors in 1998 and 1997.
The kinesiology major was
named to the National Academic
Squad in 1997 and 1998. As a
senior in high school, Kreiger
was selected for the All-American squad, Pennsylvania AllState squad and Pennsylvania
All-Academic squad.
She hopes to teach elementary school physical education
when she graduates.
Despite all this, she still has
some work to do in order to play
competitively at the international level.
"She can develop a poise

about her," Morgan said. "[The
international game] is a different speed and level all together.
But, as she picks up her own
level and trains harder with us,
she'll make herself, as well as
us, better."
Fowler has tried to improve
Kreiger's defensive skills over
the four years at JMU. On the
national team, Fowler said she
believes that Kreiger will be
playing more of a defensive
role than she did as a midfielder at JMU.
"Physically she's at [the
international] level," Fowler

said. "She has to fine tune her
skills, especially if she's at a
defensive role.
"Our top U.S. players are not
yet at the top of the international
game," Fowler continued.
"Every chance she gets to play,
whether on tour or wherever,
she'll improve."
Overall, Kreiger looks poised
to accept any challenge set
before her.
"She is going to fight to be
the best," Morgan said. "But, she
won't roll over and die if she
doesn't make it. She's ready if
she believes she's ready."

I'HOI () II.1.1 M RATION & PHOIO K\ I>\ LAN KOI ( \lh.M.t'Jarl ilirei lor

Senior Coleen Kreiger has been named to the U.S. field hockey
team. The team competes in an Olympic-qualifying tournament in
England from March 24 April 2. A top-five finish in the 10-team
tournament would qualify the U.S. for the 2000 Olympics.
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"Hilarious!
The most entertaining show on or off Broadway!"

"A great date show. A perfect mating dance!
ItfS fSeinfeldfSet to music!"

-Gannett Newspapers ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
-The Star-Ledger
Tuesday, February 8,2000,8:00 p.m.
Sponsored by the JMU College of Arts and Letters Encore Series
Ticket Box Office: Harrison Hall, Mon. -Fri., 1-5 p.m.
All Seats Reserved: Adults $21, Seniors $19
For Information or Tickets Call: (540) 568-7000
or toll free: (877)201-7543

d

$11
prior to show

THANK YOU!

It looks like the perfect d.
The only problem is, it's a p.
It's dyslexia. A reading disability where some
kids confuse their d's with p's, b's and q's.
But. with help most of these kids can BO on to do
well in school. Call 1-888 GR8 MIND now.
There's no reason to be held back.

SBr<reeze

St IIUPDI II IISlI

FOR HELPING US AT HOME. YOU
MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!
■jf

TheJMU Men's Basketball Team,

' Reaching Ibe Jama M*M»n Urayersliy *
community for o»tr 75 years.

TUESDAY

if

xW gtSM*"***

7:00-9:30PM "

Christian Music

WEDNESDAY
• 7:00-9:30PM
Bargain Night

• FRIDAY- ••
7:30-11:00PM

Public Skate

4 Let's
^ Keep
r It Going!

SATURDAY
7:30-11:30PM

Public Skate

USA
433-1834

Remaining Home Games:
* William & Mary
Feb. 16
* Old Dominion
Feb. 19
* UNC Wilmington
Feb. 28

7:30pm
4:30pm
7:30pm

I >
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JMU's Top 50 Athletes
ii^issr
The NFL Super Bowl was
held on Sunday, which made us
think it would be appropriate to
honor the man who has won
more Super Bowl rings than any
other player.
He is accompanied by an
eight-year Washington Redskins
standout.
Other JMU football notables
who could have made our list
include the program's all-time
leading rusher Warren Marshall,
passing leader Mike Cawley and
former Buffalo Bills place kicker
Scott Norwood.
The Top 50
Sydney Beasley
LintonTownes
Floretta Jackson
Sherman Dillard
Patrick McSorley
Brent Bennett
Carol Thate
DeeMcDonough
Suzi Slater
JuliHenner
Matt Hoithaus
Pete Weilenmann
JeffBowyer
PaulMorina
Charles Haley
Gary Clark

Charles Haley
In 1985, Charles Haley
became the first JMU player to be
named a first-team Division I-A A
All-American.
Haley is JMU's all-time leader
in tackles with 506 and ranks
sixth among Dukes with 17 sacks.
Haley, who played linebacker for
the Dukes from 1982'85, recorded more than 100 tackles in each
of his final seasons with JMU.
In 1985, he was named Virginia's Division I defensive player of the year.
Haley became the first JMU
player selected in the NFL draft
when he was picked by the San
Francisco 49ers in the fourth
round of the 1986 draft.
The defensive end played in
San Francisco for six seasons. He
became one of the league's top
pass rushers and was named the
NFC's defensive player of the
year in 1990 when he led the conference with 16 sacks.
Haley left San Francisco in
1991 and joined the Dallas Cowboys, for which he played for the
next five seasons. He retired
because of an injury following
the 1996 season, but made a
comeback last season and played

Gary Clark

Wide receiver Gary Clark
caught 155 passes for 2,683 yards
and 16 touchdowns during his
playing career at JMU (1980-'83).
He accumulated at least 100
yards receiving in a JMU-record 11
games during his days in a Dukes
uniform. He also shares the record
for most receiving touchdowns in
a game. (He caught three TD passes in a game twice.)
Clark excelled on JMU's special teams as well. He holds the
Courtesy of Sports Media Relations JMU record for punt returns for a
Charles Haley touchdown in a career (three)
and punt return yards in a season
in six games for San Francisco.
(403 in 1982.)
Haley, the only active member
One of Clark's greatest special
Gary Clark
of sportscaster John Madden's All- teams accomplishments came at
Millennium team, had 10 sacks or the expense of the University of NFL's Washington Redskins.
more in a season six times.
Virginia in 1983. Clark had punt
In eight seasons in WashingPerhaps his most impressive returns of 89 and 87 yards for ton, Clark had five 1,000-yard
accomplishments are his five touchdowns in that game.
receiving seasons and played in
Super Bowl rings. He won chamIn 1982, when the Dukes went four Pro Bowls. When he left the
pionships in San Francisco in 8-3, Clark was named the Vir- team, he was among the Red1988 and 1989 and with Dallas in ginia Division 1 offensive player skins' top three career receivers.
1992, 1993 and 1995. (Haley also of the year.
Clark played for Arizona and
holds the record for most sacks in
Clafk was made the first- Miami after leaving Washington.
the Super Bowl.)
round draft pick of the USFL's He finished his career with 699
He is a member of the JMU Jacksonville Bulls at the conclu- receptions and 65 touchdowns.
Sports Hall of Fame and his sion of his JMU career. He
He was elected to the sports
number, 87, has been retired by played two spring seasons with Hall of Fame and also had his
the Dukes.
the Bulls before joining the number, 80, retired at JMU.

cj$$ms sommw

Ston Gate

Proud Sponsors of James Madison University Athletics
This Week in Sports:
Friday, February 4

Women's Basketball vs. Richmond
Women's Gymnastics vs. William & Mary

7:30 pm
7:00 pm

Saturday, February 5

Men's Gymnastics vs. Navy/William & Mary
Wrestling vs. Dominion
Men's Basketball @ East Carolina
Men's Swimming @ Penn State
Women's Tennis @ Pittsburgh
Women's Track & Field @ George Mason
Men's Track & Field @ George Mason

3:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Sunday, February 6

* Home events in bold

Women's Basketball vs. VCU
Women's Fencing vs. Sweet Briar/ Mary
Baldwin/Virginia Tech & Haverford
Women's Golf @ Lady Eagle Invitational @
Hattiesburg, Mississippi
Women's Tennis @ Marshall
Men's Track & Field @ VMI Winter Relays

4:00 pm

2:00 pm
9:00 am
10:00am
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BIG

Need
some

??

BUCKS

Valentine's Af~
Sale!
*▼

Get your 2000-2001 JMULiving contract in early

andyoucouldwjn^jnyy||^
Turn in your contract by Friday, Jan. 28

/ted cfc Pink Paper

tor a chance for $500 in FLEX credit!
Turn in your contract by Friday, Feb. 4

84

tor a chance for $300 in FLEX credit!
Turn in your contract by Wednesday, Feb. 9
for a chance for $200 in FLEX credit!

CISAT A-l (Rm. 129)x8731
Zane Showker Hall (Rm. 203) x3285
1031 South Main St. (Suite 31) (formerly Medical Arts) x7842

Winners will be contacted by phone no later than Wednesday. March 1.
Office ot Residence Ule. Huffman Hall. Room B101

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FORTHE MONEY!
k Us Out:!!

SOUTH AVENUE

UNIVERSITY
PUCE

• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Microwave

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

• Washer & Dryer
• Dishwasher

service)
• Reasonable Rates
• Furnished or Unfurnished

• Individual Leases
Public transit at

Units
•Ample Parking

entrance to help you

get to campus.
MAI r,< I, [.I. ,'

JMl

[ INIVERS1TV
The Place to Be!
« * - » •
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BEAT-

TRACK AND FIELD

Three women's track and field school records fell on Saturday
at the Penn State National Open.
Junior Keisha Banks set a new school record and was an
ECAC qualifier in the mile run, placing seventh with a time of
4:54.81. Also setting new school records while qualifying for the
ECAC meet were sophomore Michelle Smith in the 3,000-meter
run with a time of 9:55.00 and senior Bridget Quenzer in the
5,000-meter run with a time of 17:07.91.
Also qualifying for the ECAC meet were junior Suzanne
Hutchins (2:58.15) and sophomore Waynitra Thomas (2:58.45)
in the 1,000-meter run, senior Seun Augustus (6.05 meters) in
the long jump, and senior Shontya' Bready. sophomore Alisha
Lewis, sophomore Maria Thomas and junior Sarah Burkett in
the 3,200-meter relay with a time of 9:08.33. Bready, Lewis,
Thomas and Banks met ECAC standards in the 1,600-meter relay
with a time of 3:52.75.
The Dukes had two NCAA provisional qualifying performances
and nine IC4A qualifying times in men's track and field at the
Penn State National Open.
Sophomore Roscoe Coles qualified for the IC4A meet in both
the 60-meter dash (6.95) and the and the 200-meter dash
(21.67). Junior Derek Mitchell also qualified for the IC4A meet in
the 200-meter dash with a time of 22.26.
Sophomore Ian Scott (2:26.40) and freshman John Fraser
(2:28.09) both met IC4A standards in the 1,000-meter run.
Senior Russ Coleman (8:09.09) met both NCAA provisional
and IC4A standards in the 3,000 meter run while junior Mike Fox
(8:16.92) met IC4A standards with in the 3,000-meter.
Sophomore Eric Post (14:15.71) met NCAA provisional and
IC4A standards in the 5,000-meter run and senior David Spiller
(14:34.62) met IC4A standards in the 5,000-meter run.

ALEX \KSSElSlpholo editor

The JMU men's swimming and diving team cheers on JMU's women's team Tuesday night in Godwin
Hall. The men's team defeated William & Mary, 148-91, while the women's team beat the Tribe,
145-98. The women's record is now 8-4-1, which is the team's best mark since 1994-'95.

MEN'S TENNIS
The Dukes won every match, going 7-0 to defeat George
Washington University on Saturday in the first dual match of
the spring season.
-

CLUB SPORTS
WRAP UP
Last Week:
Bowling
High Male Scratch — Steve
Hahn — 289, Steve Kramer —
214, Hayden Barnard — 202
High Female Scratch — KarenCastka — 189, Kim Payne —
182, Erin Leddy —178
TTits Week:
Roller Hockey

CONVENIENT TO JMU

JMU will be competing in a p.m. in Taylor 311.
tournament in New Jersey this Softball
weekend.
Tryouts tonight, email quinnca
Baseball
for information.
Spring club baseball tryouts are
coming up, e-mail Dan Gaffney Next Week:
at gaffnep@jmu.edu for informa- There will be a President's meettion.
ing Feb. 9, at 6 p.m.
Table Tennis
The JMU table tennis club has its
first meeting tonight from 5-6
—from staff reports

Applications are now being accepted for...

(Just off University Blvd)

FREE $6.00 CAR WASH WITH OIL CHANGE AND THI

■;

Precision
Lube

Orientation
1111

prog"

Assistant

Express
Experience the Spot Free difference!

/
/
/
/
•
/

Touch Free Automatic
4 Self Service Bays
Spot Free Rinse
Vacuums
Fragrance machine
Shampoo machine

No hassle, drive through oil change!

/
/
/
/
/
/

5 % student discounts (w/ID)
10 minute oil change
Drive through
No hassle
No appointment needed
All major credit cards

Now Offering:

WE FEATURE

MIRACLE WASH CARD
t

■

r - . Ml

■

J

'fCftotoa/lbp
East Market St. (Rt 33)

\
\

•
•
•
•

Frequent wash card
Sign up FREE
First wash is FREE
Provides FREE washes
to our loyal customers

1924 Deyerle Avenue

Valtoy
Mall
Evolyn ByidAve

£

Pick up your application from the Center
for Leadership, Service & Transitions,
Wilson 215. Application deadline is 5 PM
on Friday, February 11.

t
N

For more information contact:
Steve Grande, 568-6597, grandese@jmu.edu

DeyerteAve.

Reservoir St.

564-2625

Orientation and Training Dates
June 26-July 21, 2000
August 20-27, 2000
•You can lake classes during May session and (he first Six-Week Term!
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SLOW

^\«a

Valentine Special
Full Set
$19
Fill-in
wWEB&BmftMm
Walk-in appointments welcome
Gift certificates available.
We Accept Local Checks and MC/Visa

In Town Center
Behind Valley Mall
Next To Sprint

801-8070
Show 'em you care
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S Professional Nail Care Salon

Coffee & Tea
ELspnsss*? Prinks..

Manicure
'Includes Parafin Wax

&Lack & Careen Teas

Pedicure

from

'With Whirlpool Spa

Eyebrow Wax

$8

Open 7 Days a Week!
Mon. -Wed. 10 a.m. -8 p.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Klatsch_
\ve take our coffee seri<?usLx

Located in:
The Dayton's Market
879-2183

HtfiikMciTh
********************

\\/h*Ltf B><ean Coffees
Hrs: Thur, Fri, & Sat 9-6

MODEL NOW OPEN 9*j£
HOW About Something NEW?

SEND A PAT

Work for
The Breezel
Submit a cover
letter, resume
and five clips

to:
Gina
Montefusco,
The Breeze,
MSC6805
G-lAnthonySeeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA.
22801

Luxury 4 bedroom 4 large bathroom
units w/ individual leases
Furnished with your needs in mind
Huge clubhouse with outdoor
olympiosize pool
Exercise room open 24 hours

From a Company thats NOT!
Over 25 years in student housing
Largest Property Management Firm
in Central Virginia
Properties located in Richmond, Manassas,
Roanoke, and Charlottesville
Highest standards of quality housing

Roommate Connection at www.sunchase.net

LIFESTYLES
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Thurs. Feb. 3 at 7:30 p.m.

Sat. Feb. 5 at 7:30 p.m.

Square
Theater I

GARDY LOO

LEO KOTTKE
Coffeehouse

Tickets $18.50

433-9189

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday - You're full of new ideas this year, but it's
your experience that really pays. Draw up your blueprints in
February. Put your money down in March. Practice makes perfect
in April. Listen to your elders in May. Let a Leo lead you in
August. Feedback from your friends is good in December. Old
love serves you best next January.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 — You've
**• , been under a great deal
fPw °f pressure for the past
" " few days. And, guess
what? You still are! Luckily, you
work well in this sort of
situation. No need to get angry if
the heat's turned up.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
_ . Today is a 7 — You're
sJj^hymost likely in an entre^Wf preneurial mood. You
* could come up with an
idea, but don't be dismayed if it
doesn't work right away. You
don't know everything you need
to know, but you're learning!

Libra (Sept 23-OcL 23)
Today is a 6 — One last
issue may need to be
idealt with. If you're
charming, as you usually
are, you should be able to get
most of what you want. Resist
the temptation to have a fit if it
feels like things are not going
your way.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 — You are a
high-energy person. If
anybody could be in two
places at the same time,
it would be you. Today, that
would come in handy. Maybe
you can do it by letting your
fingers do some of the walking.
Phone ahead.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)

m

Today is a 6 — You may
have to curtail your
activities for a while,
due to lack of funds.
You do have money, but if you
spend it on one thing, you won't
be able to spend it on the other.
Think of this as a game instead of
a dilemma, it'll be a lot more fun.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
gr. ^ Today is a 5 — Things
V *J aren't going as smooth'ly today as they have
been. Make sure you're
being properly represented.
Delegation is good, but if you're
responsible for the results, you'd
better pay attention to the work.

21) — Today is a 5 —
y^ Whatever you're doing
/■L now is more difficult
" " than you'd like it to be.
You may even have to postpone
a date you were eagerly anticipating. Romance will be much
easier over the weekend anyway.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 — You
-ftT
could find a way to
^^. make more money. This
IFw could be either by taking
on another job or by getting a
better deal on something you
always buy. Look for bargains
and other opportunities. Don't let
a minor breakdown stop you.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
—« Today is a 6 — Take
■3»
things slowly and care^^W, fully now. Rely on <i partnet who knows more
about what you're doing than you
do yourself. If you don't already
have somebody like that on your
team, get one immediately.

Today is a 7 — You're
intelligent, of course.
You already knew that.
. What you may not have
known is that's not enough. You
also have to be perseverant.
Tenacity may actually be more
important than creativity now.
Luckily, you can learn that.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)

^ aj„ Today is an 8 — You
^m could encounter a diffiA\\ cult situation. Although
<4Bk. you're lucky and popular, you may be a little bit short
on cash. You want something
you can't afford. What you've
got is better than what you lack.

Today is an 8 — You're
I. still most effective work<fy'ing with a team. You
don't quite have what
you want yet, but that's OK. Get
your act together now, so you
can take on an even bigger
challenge tomorrow.

Poetry Reading

432-1179

434-8777

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
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ACROSS
1 Characteristic
clothes
5 Actor Linden
8 Roof of the
mouth
14 Edgeless sword
15 Gallery show
16 Fled to wed
17 Broadcasted again
19 Metal sheets
20 Praises
21 Canary staple
22 Equal score
23 Soil turner
25 First, reverse, etc.
29 Skin opening
31 Quaker William
32 Bert's buddy
33 Saharan
34 Christian holiday
36 Summer hrs.37 Actress Farrow
38 Pollen-bearing
organs
39 Occupant: abbr.
40 Poker take
41 Mighty
42 Fujimori's nation
43 All ears
45 Curving paths
46 Coarse file
47 Passover meal
48 Bishopric
49 Group of whales
50 Long, deep cut
52 Fumes and mists
55 Bogart's widow
58 Standards
60 Son of Zeus
61 Alphabet start
62 Segue
63 Overnight flight
64 Pizza order
65 Wise guy
1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Richard of'The
Gigolo"
Pinnacle
Returned to the
fatherland
Word after pot or
yeilow
Man behind
filmdom's moral
code

1

3

2

14

'I

17

8

6

•

23

2?

3/

24

25

1

35

1

40

"
44

47
■ 50

1c
51

8

55

56

1

57

60
G3

6 Exist
7 Inc. in Britain
8 LePewof
cartoons
9 Asserters
10 Stevedore, at
times
11 Fitting
12 Golfer's box
13 Ames and Asner
18 Noshed
21 Prison term
23 Prickly
inflammation
24 Coastward
26 Ill-fated Italian
ship
27 Stair elements
28 Arranges
properly
29 Grasslands of
Argentina
30 Baseball bird
31 Confined
35 Work units
38 In the manner of
stars

■F

13

26

27

?8

32

38

43

12

21

34

33

11

19

31

30

•0

3

16

15

18

20

29

i
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1 J
■
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Answers to Monday's puzzle:
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42 Uses an oar
44 Entertain
sumptuously
49 Light touch
51 Blackthorn
52 Bad habit
53 Wedding token

A

s up

D

F

N

B

i

N

L

u

G

1°o

A

r

E

V

E

N 0

R

E
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54
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57

Rice beverage
Drinks' counter
Uncouth clod
Cape on the
Atlantic
58 Price ceiling
59 Baseball stat.
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SUN. JAN. 30 - FEB. 5 ONLY! AfOW

. EXAMPLES:

1

50
I
=$000

=$110|§g«=$

You can get double savings at Farmer Jack. Bring in your manufacturer's $1 off or less |
coupons and get double the savings from Farmer Jack. (Not to Include retailer, free, or
coupons exceeding the item value.) You must purchase the item in sizes and quantities
specified. Additional coupons for identical items will be redeemed at face value.

Get the Card That Let* YOU NowyoucarinanH^wrnpnVatorgroctritson
C.ufl IMI tO
»»Wemrt.99tlh«m«tFanne.Jack.and s«*f P**?^ "?_..
upatraofflAljwneedtoavaWcradMcart
50% Off WOCWieS ana^neWca^VW^ousaCart.art

E»ery Weekl

you. »*» * *****>*■**■ «w £«
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OCL
Why are OCL such •&%$#<§>• about letting people break their housing contract?
$%"& •&#<§>. - Apparently a disgruntled student

What can I do to keep from becoming a victim of this creep that is entering girls'
residences off campus -T J. 2002

Dear Student. Assuming that you are the mannered, well-read and educated scholar that your
poignant letter so exquisitely displays, we at Off Campus Life (OCL) are a bit taken aback by your
lack of knowledge of this institution's organizations and policies. First, it seems dear student, that
you have mistaken us for the Office of Residence Life (ORL) We know this not because we agree
with your evaluation of them but because they deal with all on-campus housing contracts. If. by
chance, you are referring to an off-campus contract (known as a lease), those are handled by the individual landlords and property owners. Second, perhaps you need to come to our office where we will
be happy to educate you about contracts and legal obligations. When you sign an agreement you are
responsible for upholding your end of it for the duration of the contract, just as the university is obligated to uphold its end. Know what you are signing and read the fine print! In conclusion, we hope
that in the future you will think before speaking, look before leaping and choose your words carefully. We bet your mother is proud

TJ. we like your altitude! Being aware and taking basic precautions is just what is needed.
This guy is entering unlocked places.
1) Keep doors and windows locked and blocked. (Cut a broomstick or dowel to fit windows and
sliding doors; this will help prevent them from being forced open.)
2) Make sure roommates take their keys with them. Keys don't weigh that much, carry 'em.
3) Close your blinds — you are right you should not have to but be realistic.
4) Don't leave the door unlocked for late returning roommates — they can bang on the door, so
you lose five minutes sleep, there's a lot more important things that you could lose.
5) Report anything or anyone suspicious. Do it right away do not worry about being wrong -

■

what if you are not?
6) Let's watch out for each other. "All together one" could be so much more than a slogan.
There are more than 15.000 of us and few of them. The odds are on our side.

Is the Harrisonburg PD biased toward students? - D.K. Junior, A.H. Senior
Thanks for your question D.K. and A.H. We went right to the source for this one! Colonel Harper is
the Chief of Police for the City of Harrisonburg and his response to this question was as follows: "We
do not even ask the question if the person we are dealing with is a student or no). When anyone violates the law, they stand a chance of being charged, but, HPD warns a whole lot more than they
charge (almost 6 to I). Ninety-eight percent of all the noise ordinance calls and alcohol violation calls
are made by students calling about other students." OCL would like to add that if a student is puking.,
on the sidewalk or walking up the middle of Port Republic, it is not harassment when the police stop
to question them. Think about it.

Submit your question to OCL
Taylor Down Under, Taylor Hall room 112
Mail: MSC 3511 — ask-ocl@jmu.edu
•

Off
Campus
Life

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

COMICS
Strange Life - Stephen Mannix

The Bean Brothers - Seth Casana
OK! I'VE FIGUgEP OUT HOU) UevRE
CoNfJA MAKE SOME EXTRA MONEY, WE'LL
OPrTW UP ArJ R.A. TEMP A&ENCV.' g.ff$
(CAM Mine us TO 5U6 FOR THEM WHEN!
THEV NEEP A VAcAnarJ. W0W MANY
RAVS WANT ft BRE*k? ToMSl UruBF
KOLUNG IN IT.'

V
BUDDY, I DON'T AWWL DoNT BE S"UCH1
A SOUKTUSS,RUD
KNOW. P0 YOU
THINK WE'LL BE
YEAH,LIGHTEN
ABU TO RUN A
UP A UTTLE
BUSINESS LIKE
THAT?WE'D MOST
UKELVNEEPSOMrJ
OUTSIPEHELP ANP
I'M NOTSUKE IT'LL
EVCN uxkj

s*

•—-—'——•«

f*s

>Z've h.J my «rm r«i|6«l f4f J

( W<uJ >** H.i Uy*s4. I'll

frV,J*

Hell I*

0H..UH, MEET SANDRA.
SHE'S-UH-OUR-UMOUR NEW SECRETARY.'

VOU'REOvfTOFrV'
WHiPCRtAMyi
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CLOVER LEAF CHECK CASHING

Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing
"a most unique and exciting store"

Checks Cashed
Phone Cards:
$5 74 min.
$10 175 min.
$25 438 min.

FREE MONEY ORDERS
(NO RESTRICTIONS)

OF THE

EARTH

MONEYGRAMS
ID LAMINATIONS
IDENTIFICATION CARDS AVAILABLE SOON

Want to put a twinkle in your sweetie's eye?
We have a special selection of Jewelry
and other great gifts that are sure to please!

PAGERS SOLD

NO CONNECTION KEE IF
USED FROM HOME TELEPHONE

Compare & Save!!!!
81 South Carlton St.
Harrisonburg, Va 22801
(located in former ABC Store)

A TOUCH

COPIES MADE- FAXING AVAILABLE

(540)442-1450

Visit us at
163 So. Main St or call 432-1894 for hours and information

Store Hours
Mon.-Fri. 10-8 Sat. 10-6

Tapestries •

Drums

send a

DART
or a

PAT
dBfeeze

■ KrjrhMKUwJanwMailiMHil'nitcnrily
community for o*er 7J years.

Give Your Pet
the Best!

We have amenities galore:
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal* Medical
Surgery • Boarding •
Grooming

433-VETS
(8387)

498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

• Pedal on the level - no hQla to climb or interstate to crow.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient hwt pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pro-wired for cthornet access to campus. *
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley Mall.
• Pull time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• access provided by NTC

(540)432-9502

Jl

Oldc Mill Village
11 South Avenue, Suite A
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

Check us out on our web site - www.oldemillvillage.com

The Breeze
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CLASSIFIEDS
OR REI
J-M Apartments
2000-2001

MAY
GRADUATES

University Place Apartment - 3
bedroom. 2 bath, all appliances
furnished. A/C, TV. VCR. Available
August. 438-8077.
Walk to JMU - 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, porch and yard. 4 students.
Call after 7:00 p.m. 301-490-2985.

3 BR apt. $480/mo.
or $160/petson

Need a hotel room?
Call
NEW HOLIDAY
INN EXPRESS

4 BR apt. $680/mo
or $170/person

(540)433-9999

We have
TOWNHOUSES
Located throughout ll'burg!

All apts. near Cantrell Bridge
One o) trie closest complexes to JMU!
Kftne Realty Property Management

Advance deposit and
3 nights minimum required

SlprllngWo/Jcarnpushnusingrom
434-5150

1 BR apt. $305/mo.
2 BR apt $400/mo.
or $20O/person

438-8800
The good apartments go first,
so come by and see us!
3, 4, or 5, BR Units Available Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate. Inc. 540-433-9576.
Affordable 5 Bedroom House* -

Close, very nice. 568-3068.

WALK TO CAMPUS
- Ethernet
- 5 minute walk
on S. Main St.
3. 4. 5 BR furnished
apartments
Cralg Smith

434-3509

Large 3BR Townhouse - University
Court. Walk to classes. Furnished,
deck, year lease, available
August. $780. 432-6993.
Affordable S Bedroom Houses -

Close, very nice. 568-3068.
KUNKHOUSER * ASSOCIATES
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. INC
MADISON GARDENS
On MAIN STREET
3 Bedrooms with decks
In each bedroom
cartoqffcampushoustng com

434-5150
Hunter's Ridge - furnished, 2
bedroom apartment with kitchen.
$260/bedroom. 540885-8532.
Looking for a Place to Live?
www.housinglOl.net...Your move
oft campus! Search for apartments.
Free roommate sublet listings.

South View
Apartments
4 bedroom, 4 balh. Furnished.

Single and Doubles welcome.
www. Ihjlimiled.com
432-0600
73 E. Market - 2nd floor, 2 bedroom,
bath, kitchen, microwave, heat,
electric, water, A/C included.
$400/mo., lease, deposit, August.
433-0984.
3 or 4 Bedroom House - close to
campus. June to June lease.
Fireplace, washer and dryer
included. $240/person. Group of
four. Groups only. Call 432-1589.

Student Rentals
2000 - 2001
FOREST HILLS
MASON STREET
COLLEGE STATION - 4 UK
Townhouse, furnished. 8225/person
HUNTERS RIDGE - 5 DR. top floor
apartment. 3 full baths,
LR with vaulted ceilings
UNIVERSITY PLACE - Very nice
furnished 4 DR. water Included.
S185/person
8 BR HOUSE - Duplex. 4DR on
each side. W/I>. new carpet. June
or Aug lease. 8200/person
3 BR FURNISHED TOWNHOUSE on Devon Lane. 8230/person
Many More!

We are your answer to housing!
Kline Realty
Property Management
Call Anytime

438-8800

Mt. View Drive TH - 5 bedrooms,
furnished, walking distance, $240 $260/mo., 1 year lease (8/00 - 8/01).
washer/dryer. 70^450-5008.
Live In Nags Head tlas Summer by calling Ashley. 5740770.
University Place - August 2000 3 bedroom. 2 baths. Furnished.
$690/mo., year lease. 432-6993.
65 W. Falrvlew - 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, 2 kitchens, DW, W/D,
microwave. 1 year lease, deposit.
August. 4330984.

Stone Gate
Apartments
4 bedroom. 4 1/2 balh. Furnished.
Single and Doubles welcome.
www. Ihjlimiled. com

432-0600
May/Summer Sublet - Ashby
Crossing. Rent negotiable. Call All,
4375828.
Nags Head, NC - Relatively new
house in excellent condition, fully
furnished, washer & dryer, dishwasher.
central A/C. Available May 1
through August 31. $1.600/mo.
Call for details 757-850-1532 or email tennille@pinn.net

The Commons
Apartments
4 bedroom, 2 hath. Furnished.
Single and Doubles welcome.
www. Ihjlimiled. com

432-0600
University Place - furnished. 3 BR,
2 bath, w/s/t included. $750/mo.
432-1494.
Hunter's Ridge Townhouse - 4 BR,
2 BA, furnished. S230/ea. Near
campus. W/D. A/C. microwaves,
nice carpet. Owner managed and
maintained. Call 540-371-2552.
KUNKHOUSER ft ASSOCIATES
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. INC

MADISON TERRACE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS!!!

2 & 3 Bedrooms Available
434-5150
Funkhouser&
Associates
Property Management, Inc.
715 Port Republic Road
uiuiiu.qflcampus/tousi/ig.com
NOW LEASING
FOR 2000-2001
Mountain View Heights
Hunters Ridge Condos
Hunters Ridge Town homes
Duke Gardens
Madison Manor
Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Madison Square
University Place
Foxhlll Townhouse
Country Club Court
Gingerbread House
Various Houses

FUNKHOUSER ft ASSOCIATES
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. INC

Hunter's Ridge - 4 bedroom, 2
bath, top floor condo, new paint,
new living room carpet, washer/
dryer and dishwasher replaced in
1997. Family managed. 10 month
lease, $220/bedroom. parties of 4
only. Call owner at 568-2036 and
leave message or 757-4810162.
Walk to JMU - 4 bedrooms. 2
baths, porch and yard, 4 students.
Call after 7 p.m. 301-490-2985.
JMU Housing for Lease - University
Realty. 434-4424 or email
unYrttyggte.net.
4 BR, 2 Bath House - A/C. W/D,
no pets. $1,000. 234-8584.
FUNKHOUSER ft ASSOCIATES
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. INC
Have you checked out the most
SPACIOUS units In town?
4 Bedrooms ft 4 Bathrooms
MOUNTAIN.VIEW HEIGHTS
SlerllngdoiTcampushouslng.com
434-5150
4 Bedroom House - Large Yard June to June lease. 2 full baths,
washer and dryer included.
$230/mo./person. Groups only.
Call 432-1589.

The Breeze is seeking 5
Advertising Executives to
solicit advertising from area
businesses. Experience is
sales is a plus but not
required. Pay is commission
based, all majors are urged to
apply, especially Business
and SMAD majors. Please
submil cover letter and
resume to The Breeze by Feb.
14. For more info please call
Brandon at 568-6127.
Summer Lifeguards and Summer
Instructor/Lifeguards Positions are available at Westover Pool
department of recreation. Call
434-0571 for more information.
Fraternities. Sororttk*. Clubs. Student
Groups - Student organizations
earn $1,000 $2,000 with the easy
campusfunaraiser.com three hour
fundralsing event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact campusfundraiser.com.
1^88-923-3238.
Cash Daly • full/part-time positions.
Flexible hours. Apply in person.
Harrisonburg Yellow Cab. 295
Monroe Street.

SUMMER IN MAINF
Male/female instructors needed:
Tennis, Swim, Land Sports, Canoe,
Kayak. Sail, Water-ski, Outdoor
Living, Rocks, Ropes, Arts,
Theatre and Riding.
Picturesque locations, exceptional
facilities. June lo August Residential
Apply on-line or call

TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:
1-800-997-4347
wunv.tripplakecamp.com

South View Summer Sublease! 3
rooms available May; 4 rooms
available June and July. Price
negotiable. Please call 437-2170.

CAMP TAK AJO for Boys:

Townhouse Room Available -1 BR
available in brand new Pheasant
Run townhome. $200/mo. Call
Steve Sarro, 703-938O905.

$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free info. Call
202-452-5901.

Forest Mils Townhouse* - last 2 left.
One 4 rooms, one 5 rooms. 2 1/2
bath. Call 433-0796.
Stone Gate 4 Bedroom - 4 1/2
bath, 3rd floor, furnished. Call
Erica. 437-4468.
East Market Street Room - MTM

possible utilities included. $300.
433-7325.

FOR SALE
Beer, Wine Making, Kegorators,
Gifts - 432-6799. Bluestone Cellars.
downtown Harnsonburg.
35mm SLR Camera w/ Flash • 2
lenses. Great student system.
4380155.
Snowboard -1999 Sims Descender Never been used. Still in original
wrap. 154. Asking. $275. Call
Steve at 574 2337.

1-800-250-8252
ivxtnvxamplakajo.com

Housecleaner - Your hours. Hard
work, good pay. 433-7127.
Waitress Needed - Soph/Juniors
preferred Daytime availability a
plus. Please apply in person, Jess'
Quick Lunch, 22 S. Main Street.
Earn Up to S500/Week Assembling products from home.
No experience, info 1-504*46-1700.
Dept. VA 4806.
An award-winning student
newspaper is seeking an
Advertising Manager
lo manage Advertising
Designers and Executives.
Applicant should be deadline
oriented, enthusiastic.
professional and organized.
Sophomores and Juniors are
encouraged lo apply. Drop off
resume and cover letter to The
Breeze. For more info please
call Brandon at 568-6127.

JMU Townhouse for Sale - Foxhill.
Hunter's Ridge. University Realty.
434-4424 or e-mail unvrtry@igte.net.

HELP WANTED
University Parking Services - is
seeking students interested in
working for the JMU Parking Staff.
Starting wage is $5.95 per hour.
For more information call 5686105
or e-mail yatestvcgimu.edu. Submit
completed applications to the Parking
Office located in Shenandoah Hall.

LOOKING FOR A
EA1D. INTERNSHIP?
Get real life experience
and build your resume.

BHO

NOW interviewing
on campus!

434-5150

www.tuilinnpuinlrrs <om
for an on-Unc application

Deadline is Feb. 1,2000.
Lochearn Camp - premier girls'
camp near Dartmouth College
seeks enthusiastic coaches/
teachers/college students to
instruct land & water sports, arts.
English riding, hiking, head-up
living divisions. Also cooks. RNs.
First-rate facilities,
caring
community, professional training in
teaching, counseling, character
education. Academic credit; lifelong friendship; substance free
community. 1-800-235 6659.
Locheam@eartNink.net or apply online
www. camppage. com/locheam/
employment.htm.

WANTED
Talented Drummer and Bassist for PMB Vertical Style rock band.
Call Jack, 437-5413.

Professional Rock Band - auditioning
Bass Players. 540-56O0222.
3 Girls Need Place to Uve - Fall
2000. Call Stephanie. 438-8314.
Nonsmoker Female Roommate needed to share renovated house
on Old South High. Rent is
$285/mo. Lease starts June 1.
2000 and ends June 1. 2001.
Contact Amy. 432-1431.

WEB LINKS
Check The Breeze Out On-line!
Search through The Breeze
archives! http://breeze.jmu.edu

SERVICES
Computer Repair - In home service,
on/off campus. Ethernet installation
and trouble shooting. Quck response,
reasonable rates. 478-7242.
T & C Automotive Repair - minor
to major repairs, mufflers, custom
exhaust, brakes, struts. 531 Acorn
Drive. Hanisonburg. 4320717. 5%
student discount.
PMD Recording - Charlottesville.
VA, announces special half-price
rates on weekends. Includes use of
24-track ADAT. limited microphones,
and drum kit. 804-923-8287.
www. pmdrecording. com.

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing business
opportunities & work at-home
opportunities, contact
the Belter Business Bureau Inc..
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Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
Panama $139
City *mt—». IMbto, k» S-nj.-. t Mnrp

Florida $149
r aew • sssa »»» •■*. nee *•»

Cancun & Jamaica $439
■fringhfralr.triTrl.com - 0«r 15(4 Ynrl

1-800-678-6386
Spring Break Panama City $1291
Boardwalk room with kitchen, next
to clubs! 7 parties! Daytona $149!
South Beach $159! Cocoa Beach
$179! spnngbreaktravel.com.
180O67&6386.

PERSONALS
Sundays in February - Browse, play
scrabble, enjoy coffee and biscotti
Open Book Used Books, 1429 South
Main (comer of South Avenue). Open
noon to 6 p.m. except Wednesday.
433-7766. Beat wrter doldrums!
29 People Wanted-to get paid to lose
up to 30 bs. Call 1-888684*598.

at 1*005335501.

SISTER SPEAK

SPRING BREAK

Poetry reading
is rescheduled from
Monday Feb. 7 lo

•1 Panama City Vacations Party beachfront
at The
Boardwalk, Summit Condo's, &
Mark II. Free VIP parties! Walk
to best bars! Absolute best
price! All major credit cards
accepted!
1-800-234-7007
www. eno7esssummertours.com
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Crulsel 5 days $279. Includes
meals and free parties! Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
spnngbrcaktravel.com
1-80O678-6386.
Go Direct! *1 Internet-based
company offering wholesale Spring
Break packages by eliminating
middlemen! All destinations!
Guaranteed lowest price!
1-800-367-1252.

February 21, at 8 p.m.
(Sorry ultmil Hit- ordinal nmpnnn

Hot Girls and
Hunky Studs
Await You!
Also middle-aged bald guys.
screaming kids, and teenagers
with bad haircuts.
Hey, we get all types at
Massanutten, but on
Wednesdays and Fridays,
college students get
the best discounts.

Call 289-4954

www. sprmgbreakdirect. com
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas. &
Florida. Best prices guaranteed!
Free parties and cover charges!
Space is limited! Book it now! All
major credit cards accepted!
1800-2347007
www.eno7esssummertour5.com
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JMU DOES JAMAICA!

Tours |

What's Your
Fantasy?
If it involves discounted
skiing, snowboarding,
or snow tubing on
Wednesdays and Fridays.
call Massanutten at
289-4954.
If It's the one with the
circus clown and
the feather duster.
call your therapist.

Subscriptions to
The Breeze
Are Available!
For only $30 for third class mail,
or $75 for first class mail, you
can receive a full year of

The Breeze'.
Please send your name,
address & money to:

The Breeze
James Madison University
Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Harrisonburg. VA 22807
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THE COMMONS, SOUTH VIEW AND STONE GATE OFFER
SUPER SPACIOUS APARTMENTS.
Purcell
,
J*l

Maduon
UafveraMy

OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m.-4 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website
www.lbjlimited.com

Each Furnished Luxury
Apartment Comes With:
•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service
• RSVP Resident Placement
Program

Stop fa T%e Commons, South View and Stone §ate <RentaC
Office, or call 432-0600, and make a move to Cuxury! A

J

